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ABSTRACT
Minority Housing Conditions in Urban Settings: Proposais for the 
Improvement of Las Vegas' Amerindian Homes
by
Patricia Epee Stissi
Dr. Keith Eggener, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor o f History o f Architecture 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Native Americans living on reservations occupy some of the worst housing in the 
United States. But. nowadays, both on reservations and in urban settings, a small majority 
(about 56%) of them use the same types o f architectural space as any other Americans. 
For example, HUD homes on the reservations, apartment complexes and small houses in 
cities, sometimes Public Housing. This research will explore a way to improve American 
Indians housing conditions while accentuating the need for sustainable and affordable 
housing in harmony with the tribal environment, because they bring a unique cultural 
heritage to urban society.
For the purpose o f  the study, I created a questionnaire for the intention o f  the 
American Indians living in the Greater Las Vegas area. The survey is written to measure 
the most common housing needs and family member’ satisfaction with their current 
housing status.
11
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Also. 1 actively participated in som e housing projects on the Santo Dom ingo 
reservation in New Mexico and for the Las Vegas Indian Center. These experiences and 
an extensive research about various im portant concepts (assimilation, acculturation, 
personal identification and appropriation o f  spaces, traditional and modem elements of 
design) provided the assumptions regarding the study.
Ill
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CH A PTER  1
INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Methods o f the Thesis
As a direct result of capitalism throughout the world, the forces o f mass production 
and consumption within a few industrial centers served to drive the stressful process of 
urbanization. Movement of groups from rural areas to these centers created a conflict 
between the majority ruled metropolis (i.e. Euro-Americans in the United States o f 
America) and the entering cultural migrant. This discord manifested as a collapse of 
sociological, physiological, financial, and environmental norms o f the emigrant 
communities. Each of these aspects has an affect on the housing experience o f the 
emigrant. America, which is composed o f many minority groups, will be investigated in 
this paper. These groups can be ethnic, cultural, religious, or socio-economic. In light o f 
this diversity, this paper focuses on Native Americans for they lived under the reservation 
system, and were thereby able to retain the best of their cultural customs. Complete 
acculturation into the western society did not occur, a  characteristic that allows me to 
make comparisons.
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As a young woman from Cameroon, aware of the impact o f  tribal mentalities and 
strict customs on urban populations, I was interested in comparing the way members o f  
African tribes react to colonization and to the imposition o f  supposedly superior foreign 
cultures. It seems to me that a parallel situation exists with ethnic groups in America. 
Notably, Amerindians quickly became a minority within their own land, whereas, in 
contrast, Africans were and continue to be the majority on their continent. However, the 
subject is vast and considering the fact that I wanted to understand it through a spatial 
analysis, I concentrated on the urban communities on American soil, which offered 
fascinating possibilities. In my research, and from the particular perspective o f  an 
architect, the impact o f  the prevalent architectural surroundings upon Native Americans 
in the Southern Nevada is examined.
Research on this subject through the UNLV School o f  Architecture led to the Indian 
Center o f  Las Vegas. According to the Director Mr. Richard Arnold, the Paiute Indians, 
the currently predominant tribe in Southern Nevada, own land within the boundaries o f  
the city (just north o f Downtown), as part o f  their reservation. The Paiute tribe is 
nowadays relatively small and mostly, happily or not, blended within the Las Vegas 
milieu. They are open to any proposition, including financial strategies or designs 
blueprints, which will aid them in their efforts to develop the bulk o f  their property into a 
housing complex that would be a benefit to the entire Native American colony. Rather 
than focus exclusively on the Paiute Indians, I have broadened the research to include the 
needs o f  all tribes within the Las Vegas community (Navajo, Pueblo, Arapahoe, etc.). I 
was also touched and inspired by the concern found on the American Indian Research 
and Policy Institute’ (AIRPI) internet site:
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W ere fighting for whatever life we can give the Indian people. W e can’t 
solve people’s problems, but we also don’t want to see our kids slip into 
poverty when they come to the cities. They need a support system, part of 
which is housing, where they can be comfortable to go out and get an 
education. I don’t know directly how to facilitate this. We may need some 
specially-designed housing with a program attached to it.'
The development envisioned would represent the first stop in their urbanization 
journey. I consider this housing project as a place where emigrants can settle for a year or 
more, bring their families, establish an address and secure employment. There should be 
enough turnover to help those newly arrived to interact with people o f their own cultural 
sensibility and members o f the same economic group. Having such a neighborhood 
would give this particular population enough time to accommodate to new situations as 
well as to find the best place to relocate elsewhere within the city. For the realization of 
this project, I developed and interpreted a questionnaire (see Appendix I) to determine 
how satisfied or critical urban Amerindians in Las Vegas are about their present 
conditions. Moreover, the expression o f their expectations, propositions and criticism 
helped me to propose architectural and urban solutions to their architectural concerns.
For this purpose, it is important to understand, through a study o f Amerindians’ 
perceptions and uses o f space, how, if at all, they have adapted to western urban settings. 
From this understanding, I will propose architectural means o f aiding future adaptations. 
The ultimate goal of the research is to determine if urban Native Americans assign 
cultural idiosyncrasies to allotted spaces-. If so, do they require changes to existing
' American Indian Research and Policy Institute. 1998. [Online]. Available: 
http://www.airpi.org/ Accessed November 1, 1998.
- Urban Native Americans have different characteristics than Native Americans from 
reservations because they meet more tribes and communities on an everyday basis. My 
research leads me to conclude that these contacts make them more open to follow or at 
least understand other lifestyles.
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choices that will suit their unique needs? Although diverse tribal characteristics exist, 
there is a common ground with respect to home life that is compared to the western 
setting. Furthermore, what are approaches that architects and urban planners might take 
in order to offer a better living environment to this economically challenged population^? 
The architectural profession calls for understanding the needs of the client. Usually, when 
working with developers, this aspect becomes subtler, as architects are asked to recreate 
what they believe is appropriate and cost-effective to house the "American dream". This 
reality is difficult to achieve for those Americans who wish to use space in different 
ways, but can become oppressive for those who do not fit into "mainstream America".
The understanding o f past problems generated the ground o f this study. Thus, high 
return rate o f urban Indians in the early years of the relocation program was considered a 
failure and prompted an investigation in 1969. As a result, the Task Force on Racially 
Isolated Urban Indians found that “the needs common to urban Indians were: ( 1 ) more 
effective systems o f social-service delivery: (2) expanded programs for Indian youth; (3) 
better physical facilities to house Indian centers; (4) additional staff to work in those 
centers; (5) training for staff and board members o f the centers; and (6) improved 
techniques for informing urban Indians o f  programs and resources available to them."-* 
This study group encouraged the creation o f Indian centers, with the first ones built in 
1971.
3 US Census reports reveal that they are the poorest segment o f the general population at 
all levels.
 ^Task Force created in 1968. About the relocation program, see the appendix about U.S. 
Policies pertaining to Native Americans.
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In a situation where there is a relatively large urban Indian population, the newly 
arrived migrant can ask friends and relatives in the city for assistance. Other such 
institutions as the Indian Center serve as an alternative means o f  entry into urban life. In a 
city like Las Vegas, the center facilitates relationships between people who scarcely 
frequent their counterparts and help to ease integration for new emigrants. How they live 
in urban settings is another question.
Nearly every type o f  building constructed seems to answer in some way the primary 
human needs o f  the general population: security, repose, or sustenance. By studying the 
various ways people appropriate a space and assign it a function, architects can have a 
better idea o f  the evolution o f  space in a given culture. We already know that in western 
society the appropriation o f  space is made through personalization^: assigning borders 
such as fences, applying personal pictures, furnishings, etc. Nowadays, both on 
reservations and in urban settings, a small majority (about 56%) o f  Native Americans use 
the same types o f  architectural space as other Americans: HUD homes on the 
reservations, apartment complexes and small houses in cities, sometimes Public Housing. 
However, as for any group under the poverty line, my study indicates that this is due 
more to the lack o f  alternatives rather than a deliberate choice. Somehow, it is also true 
for the majority o f  us, but within our economic means, m ost o f  us are able to choose a 
better neighborhood, and because o f  this vast presence shape the general housing 
environment.
O f great importance to this research are both the social, political and cultural 
dynamics, which influence the design process o f  homes and the process by which the
See the researches made by N. Hautmont, H. Raymond, A. Rapoport, H. Segaud.
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Amerindians adapt to the western concept(s) o f habitat. Presently, urban Amerindians 
live within a non-Indian environment, funded and created by Euro-Americans for the 
needs o f  their community. Their whole built infrastructure is composed o f  contradictions 
such as HUD homes, white American ideals, and modem designs against their traditional 
architecture, which they have to understand and come to terms with. In this process, as in 
reservation urbanization, it has been suggested that:
The impact o f  those surroimdings, which are essentially White buildings 
superimposed on historic tribal cultural values, is little understood by most 
non-Indians. For example, the issues o f  quality and function o f  housing, 
care o f  the extended family, site selection and environmental orientation 
o f  the habitat, integration o f  sacred spaces in family living, and how 
Native Americans respond -positively or negatively- to insensitive and not 
always successful architectural environments are concerns o f  major 
proportions.^
These are major concerns as echoed by those who answered the questionnaire. 
Through precise questions, the level o f  personal identification with rooms, buildings, and 
spaces in modem configurations in contrast to traditional Native American systems was 
estimated.’
Building on my earlier work Les Anasazis». a thesis presented in the School o f 
Architecture o f  Lille (France) on the architecture o f  the Anasazi Indians and their 
descendants, the Pueblo Indians o f  the Southwest, this paper investigates the schism that 
seems to exist between the minority and majority populations in the use o f  space.
^ M OONEY, Robert T. “Anglo-Architectural Environments and the American Indian 
Nations o f  the Great Plains” in Traditional Dwellings and Settlements W orking Papers 
Series v.LIV 1-28 ,1994,1 .
’ Native American systems are based on the community and its activities that differ 
between m ost tribes and ethnic groups,
 ^EPÉE Patricia. Les Anasazis. Mémoire de fin d'études architecturales, Lille, 1994
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This approach required developing an awareness o f  previously unfamiliar domains 
such as anthropology, ethnography, sociology, demography, and law. In addition to the 
analysis o f  the literature on the subject o f  bicultural conflict, I investigated Amerindian 
architecture with a concentration on the forms found in the American southwest, and 
propose to apply the reflections to an urban situation.
With this in mind, I prepared a questionnaire intended for Amerindians connected 
with the Indian Center o f  Las Vegas. Its purpose was to help me understand the 
expectations o f  this marginalized group. This questioning was needed to determine 
primary information concerning the creation and use o f  space and the different 
adaptations to it. It appears that houses are imposed, at an oppressive level, upon Native 
Americans mostly because o f  their poor economic status and o f  their non-representation 
within general society. This generates the following questions: What are the architectural 
compromises that appear within housing spaces now that it is exposed to external 
influences? Is there a real cultural shock and is it a necessity for this minority to adopt 
different habits? What are the institutions and the relations created in this context? How 
are they managed and by whom? These questions will be addressed below, but before 
continuing a backgroimd in terminology will be helpful.
Definition o f  Terms
In the strictly American context, 'Indian' refers to any person who is a member o f  a 
Native American tribe. This tribe, in turn, is either a  federally or state recognized social 
group. Native Americans have the same citizenship rights as do other citizens but, i f  they
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sare members o f  a federally recognized tribe or live on a trust-land, they enjoy a specific 
status. A recognized tribe is a political entity outside o f  the state jurisdiction in which it is 
located with fully valid treaty rights.
In return for the confiscation o f  vast Indian lands and resources to the United States, 
the federal government made certain promises to Indian tribes. These include the 
protection o f  Indian lands from external intrusion, as well as agreements to provide, in 
perpetuity, various goods and services, such as health care, education, housing, and the 
continued right to self-government. In addition to this inherent sovereignty, tribes were to 
benefit from the federal government' "trust responsibility"*’ to them. The protection o f 
Native American interest is under the accountability o f  the Department o f  the Interior. 
However, its' authority and any relevant court decision can be overruled by the United 
States Congress.
The Encyclopedia Britannica was used to define some other key words for this study. 
These are "minority", "assimilation", "acculturation" and "integration". Clear 
understanding o f  these terms is essential for interpreting this research.
“Minorities represent groups o f  people having common ethnic, racial, or religious 
backgrounds, especially when constituting a comparatively small proportion o f  a given 
population." In the process o f  forging their own culture and identity, the minority group 
adopts aspects from the dominant community. When two cultures meet this is a common 
phenomenon.
’ Trust responsibility : see Appendix 3 for a  definition.
•0 “M inorities.” M icrosoft Encarta 96 Encvclopedia. 1993-1995. Microsoft Corporation.
Funk & Wagnalls Corporation.
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However, there is an edge to this mimicry, and often contentment blend with an 
expression o f  anger for the minority members. Throughout history, this process depends 
on the level o f  mixing or integration, and brings us to the concepts o f assimilation and 
acculturation, two potentially complex terms.
“Assimilation, [is] the process by which individuals or groups are absorbed into and 
adopt the dominant culture and society o f  another group.” "  Usually the observer's culture 
and education determine his concept o f  the world and o f  any other group o f  people that 
he meets. This is the reason why one o f  the concerns o f  the research will be to clearly 
differentiate how non-Amerindians perceive Native American Indians, their architecture, 
cities, reservations and, at the same time, understand how Amerindians perceive and 
appropriate western architectural space. Assimilation often gives rise to a more extreme 
form o f  interaction.
The term 'acculturation', on the other hand, represents a moment o f  exchange between 
two cultures, in which one will mostly assimilate the other. According to the French 
ethnographer Robert Jaulin, it is not always the dominant one that wins but the one that 
exerts the m ost fascination upon the other.
Acculturation, the processes o f  change in artifacts, customs, and beliefs 
that result from the contact o f  societies with different cultural traditions. 
The term is also used to refer to the results o f  such changes. Two major 
types o f  acculturation m ay be distinguished based on two classes o f  
conditions under which changes take place. A  free "borrowing" and 
modification o f  cultural elements may occur when people o f  different 
cultures maintain an interchange without the exercise o f  military or 
political domination o f  one group by another. These new elements m ay be 
integrated into the existing culture in a process called incorporation.
"  “Assimilation.” M icrosoft Encarta 96 Encvclopedia. 1993-1995. Microsoft 
Corporation. Funk & Wagnalls Corporation.
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Directed change, the second type o f  acculturation, takes place when one 
person establishes dominance over another through military conquest or 
political control.
Directed culture change, like incorporation, involves selection and 
modification, but the processes are more varied and the results more 
complex because they result from the interference in one cultural system 
by members o f  another. The processes that operate under conditions o f  
directed change include assimilation, the almost complete replacement o f 
one culture by another; cultural fusion, a new synthesis o f  cultural 
elements differing from both pre-contact cultures; and reaction against 
aspects o f  the dominant culture.
Finally, there is integration, the "incorporation o f  disparate ethnic or religious 
elements o f  the population into a unified society, providing equality o f  opportunity for all
members o f  that society.” '^ For most Native Americans, we can talk about acculturation 
rather than integration because for a century (1870-1970) they were subjected to the 
negation o f  their own cultures and languages.
Amerindians were forced out o f  reservations into boarding schools and taught 
western principles on their reservations, in schools and churches. Whatever knowledge 
they acquired in these places was difficult to use within the reservation and in their forced 
urbanization. Today, a partial assimilation is happening with Amerindians ready to adopt 
modem elements they admire or need, in keeping the value o f  their own culture and 
territory.
'-  Britannica Online, "acculturation." [Online]. Available: http://www.eb.com: 180/cgi- 
bin/g?DocF=micro/3/6.html Accessed November 1,1998.
^^''Integration." Microsoft Encarta 96 Encvclopedia. 1993-1995 Microsoft 
Corporation.Funk &  Wagnalls Corporation.
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These concepts bring to light three essential characteristics o f  the acculturation 
process: interaction, learning, and compromise. All are deliberate efforts to obtain a 
better culture from the defeat o f  the previous one. The level o f  interaction obtained by 
vertical or horizontal integration, the level o f  apprenticeship or accommodation resulting 
from the learning process, and the level o f  compromise all participate in the creation o f 
four society types: integrated, marginal, non integrated, and atomic.
According to Jaulin, the cultural exchange happening during 'acculturation' is often 
unequal and both cultures look increasingly similar to the dominant one. There is another 
possibility however, the complete annihilation o f  one o f  the civilizations.
To judge an individual's level o f  acculturation, we need an in-depth study o f  their use 
o f  space and their attempt to document the physical translation o f  the various borrowed 
elements. The research o f  Roselyn de Villanova'-* already demonstrated that Turkish 
emigrants were using different architectural models (urban and rural) and different 
traditions (western, Muslim) under the same roof. How much o f  this attitude is found 
within my sample can determine the architectural design o f  the project.
The impact produced by assimilation, acculturation or integration is factual, but 
today the prevalent attitude among Amerindians seems to be that no one nor any 
institution should be in charge o f  the ‘Indian problem’. Some social problems deserve 
more focus, and no one should be responsible for minority groups’ ‘integration’ into the 
dominant population.
De VILLANOVA Roselyne. "Migrants et propriétaires : nomadisme ou sedentarite ?" 
in Les Annales de la Recherche Urbaine (n°6S), Min. de l’Equipement des transports et 
du tourisme, Paris.
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Like all other cultures. Native Americans are in a constant process o f  change. 
However, the North American Indian dynamic is more difficult to study because many 
calling themselves Indians are not in contact with the Bureau o f  Indian Affairs (BIA) or 
an Indian City Center. This contributes to the difficulty o f  finding relevant statistics and 
understanding the multiple problems this population can be exposed to. In fact, since the 
early massive migrations to urban centers in the 1940’s, no federal policy has had a 
significant impact on the specific issues o f  Urban Indians. M any Indians face poor health 
and housing conditions, including overcrowding and high rents. This is a peculiar 
situation for a government, which promoted this urbanization without providing the 
financial, and human resources to help these people to adjust to their new lives. After all, 
the values and way o f life were so different that most o f  the first wave o f  urban Indians 
failed, according to Federal expectations, to adapt to western urban standards and many 
returned to their reservations.
The U.S. Department o f  Housing and Urban development (HUD) has developed a 
variety o f  procedures to aid people in the acquisition o f  their own homes. Their work in 
urban settings is needed and appreciated, but sometimes its' programs on the reservation 
meet more criticism. According to Mooney:
[In the 1960’s] At the insistence o f  the Bureau o f  Indian Affairs they 
[Plain Indians] were required to gradually move into planned housing 
clusters adjacent to small towns on the reservations. The clusters allowed 
residents virtually no choice in architectural style, site design, integration 
o f  sacred spaces, or orientation to the celestial dome. The cluster concept 
failed to acknowledge the historic incompatibilities o f  certain families 
living in close proxim ity to each other. The designs for typical Native 
American cluster projects are, in fact, more appropriate to American 
suburbia than the needs and historic cultural values o f  the Plain Indians.'^
‘5 R. Mooney, 1994,6.
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In the last decade, public housing programs, i.e. HUD, BIA, and local housing 
authorities on reserv'ations, were designed to address urban housing needs. But many 
complaints arose from the inhabitants about these programs, which were rarely suited to 
Native areas, nor were culturally sensitive. Since the appointment o f  Henry Cisneros as 
HUD secretary under the Clinton administration, the Indian section o f  HUD designed and 
developed housing projects more in accordance with the spiritual and cultural needs o f  
Native Americans. Their commitment is still difficult to complete due to government 
codes, financial allotments, and the effect building regulations have on housing design. 
HUD's Indian division is making a step in the right direction but current problems stay 
unresolved.
In particular, the poor construction o f  himdreds o f  units results in high costs, which 
translates to higher utility bills to the owners. Also, the administration still denies 
residents the right to physically alter their units to comply with new disabilities or 
modifications happening in the composition o f  the household.
Some Indians do not completely accept either the traditional pattern o f  the reservation 
o r the dominant culture o f  a city. The urban oriented residents may be critical o f  living in 
Las Vegas but have an even less desire to live on a reservation. The results obtained by 
this dual lifestyle, combining participation in white society with retaining Indian values, 
appears with a strong Indian self-identity. Cultural pluralism seems a reasonable 
com prom ise (consistent with a feeling o f  respect for cultural differences), and the overall 
effect is that urban Indian assimilation into the white model is not complete. In fact, some 
Indian organizations are arguing that Indians in cities are not integrated into society at all 
but rather are an alienated, invisible minority group.
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I chose Las Vegas as the place o f  study for several reasons. The m ost interesting 
cities for this type o f  research are probably in New Mexico or Arizona because o f  the 
great number o f  Native Americans; or even Los Angeles, since it has the largest urban 
Indian population o f  any city. However, my distance from these centers and the lack o f 
local informants or help made this research difficult to complete. Besides, many studies 
(see Waddell, Jorgensen, and Sorkin) that were able to completely analyze the 
urbanization process have been done on some o f these areas. However, they are not 
current, and few concern the habitat. Their researches have been more sociological, 
economic, or health related than architectural. The well-maintained downtown area and 
huge suburbs o f Las Vegas provide an interesting comparison to what has been reported 
in other cities. Also, this study allows me to answer to a need expressed by the local 
Indian Center. Native American architecture is a subject under-studied within the field o f 
A rch itec tu re .A n th ro p o lo g ists  study this group as a means o f  understanding a 
"disappearing culture", and sociologists do the same to explain the difficulties o f  their 
adaptation to western society. Ethnographic studies o f  tribal societies involving research 
on minority housing conditions and active observation o f  everyday life within the 
housing unit, are the main methods o f  study. To better understand the kind o f  families 
concerned, I will add the effect o f  external factors (economic, social, political, migration) 
and government statistical data to explore the impact o f  poverty and unemployment. Do 
these further create a new interaction between the peoples o f  the tribe and the other
Carol Krinsky fContemporarv Native American Architecture - Cultural Regeneration 
and Creativitv. New York: Oxford University Press, 1996) published the m ost recent 
study about contemporary Indian architecture, while Peter Nabokov and Robert Easton 
wrote Native American Architecture (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989) a reference 
work about traditional settings in 1989.
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ethnicities or races living around them? Are they all ‘Urban Native Americans’ or do they 
still carry their tribal affiliation within an urban context. Little is taught in architecture 
schools about the architectural legacy o f  Native Americans and even less attention is 
given to understanding their architectural needs. The lack o f  Amerindian' architects 
condemn this group to live within a  foreign construct, both physical and mental.
Illustrating the use o f  space within housing through culture and history is surpassing 
the architectural interest to become an ethnological study on the evolution o f  human 
groups. In fact, how people use space and exploit it with their social meetings is a subject 
deserving extensive study. Specific research o f  this type m ay help us think about relations 
on an intimate scale, something that is rediscovered everyday for everyone, but remains 
true for generations.
I want to study the utilization o f  space and the diffusion o f  architectural elements 
between one social structure and another. In addition, I want to know what impact the 
cultural models from mainstream American society have had on a tribe and if  ethnic 
communities have the same effect on western culture.
In a broader sense, how do architectural values travel between a small community and 
a dominant culture? To answer this, it is necessary to understand the actual practice o f  
construction within the community (either outside or inside the boundaries o f  the 
Reservation) and to reconstruct the logic o f  the tribal way o f  life, in order to rediscover 
the specific solutions that it induces. This also means that I need to fully understand the 
use o f  American space, to be able to  determine the change made by these populations and 
how they relate to their culture or a foreign one.
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All o f  the above require me to pay attention to the model taken as reference (western 
society) and the studied group or tribe. I must understand the self-representation o f  the 
tribal members and discover what are the forms o f  structure and space, which preside 
over their installation o r use. Is there, for example, a real residential strategy, how much 
o f  a foreign element does it incorporate, how are these elements spread into the 
community, and how were they received? On the other hand. I can also try to find the 
strategies used by the household to ameliorate the housing condition and manage the 
external politics and powers applicable to them.
Here I want to cite some studies, which inspired me in my methods. The research that 
Benjamin W horf carried out with the Hopi language is one o f  the most valuable because 
it explains the relationship between Indian mental conceptions and their language. 
Because notions like space, interior room or areas are not universal; the work o f  Amos 
Rapoport in his Built Form and Culture 119691 is extremely important and inspired a new 
ethnological movement in architecture. In particular, his study about the connections 
between architecture, site implementation and religion in Pueblo culture was the stimulus 
for m y investigation.
After reviewing the wave o f  researches conducted in the 1960’s and 1970’s by 
Sorkin, Nwannkwu Kerri, Waddell, Watson, Nagata, Jorgensen, and Jaulin, I now have at 
my disposal an interesting perspective o f  Indian societies and Indian cultures. With these 
reflections, I know o f  many different ways that cultures can influence, borrow from, 
change or destroy another one. Probably all o f  these studies were accurate, one way or 
another, in relation to various Indian tribes. It is appropriate to analyze their results, for 
anticipating and avoiding ( if  necessary and possibly) urban and architectural changes, and
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to prevent those conditions too excessive for the equilibrium o f  tribal members. A 
layman's concept o f  architects and urban planners is that they are part o f  an oppressive 
system, imposing inhuman living conditions upon everyone. Architects and planners may 
be aware o f  this perception but contend themselves by thinking that people hate the 
profession due only to a lack o f  taste instead o f  questioning and revising their methods. 
This misunderstanding between architects, clients and users may need to be addressed in 
a wide-open debate.
As is the case with any client, designing a house that works for Indian people begins 
with understanding who they are. One can argue that most people live in housing that is 
not designed for them specifically. Therefore, why should we care about Indians in this 
respect? It is completely true that I cannot generalize architecture for Amerindian 
minorities to all the populations in every city. However, by studying the needs and desire 
o f  this particular group in a private housing project, 1 can give a better picture o f  what can 
be done elsewhere to accommodate them with the help o f  various funds and 
organizations. Housing units are designed to answer the expectations o f  the majority o f  a 
society. These expectations can be real or imposed by developers and publicists but this 
majority w ill ultimately adopt what its members propose.
Cultural Perception o f  Architectural Elements
Any interpretation o f  a selected group' lifestyle into a relevant housing shape is 
possible only after learning the basics o f  the cultural beliefs and customs, which define
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the needs in accommodations, o f its members. Design must, through classification and 
conception, integrate the particular culture at a chosen level. Perception o f  our 
surroundings comes from collective experiences and significant events within our own 
civilization. Richard Sennett provided an interesting study o f  spatial transformations by 
societies in his book Flesh and Stone. In it, he follows the story o f  a body into a western 
urban space throughout history. His research clearly acknowledged how the perception o f  
space can be quite contrasted between different cultures (even for neighbor European 
countries sharing common Western concepts). Nowadays, contrary to most Americans, 
the French, as an example, still prefer enclosed kitchens, which includes a small dining 
area so that activities may be kept apart from visitors. In Arabic countries, the living 
room becomes a bedroom for the children and often for the parents every night, a concept 
that would be unacceptable to most Americans.
As an example o f  what can be done in the amelioration o f  their housing conditions, a 
group o f  urban Indians concerned about housing needs in Minneapolis joined together in 
1970 and developed a $5 million, 212-unit housing complex known as the South High 
Housing Development It was part o f  the Model Cities urban renewal project, funded by 
a Federal Housing Administration (FHA) insured mortgage. Section 236 o f  the Federal 
Housing Act provides money for interest payments as well as rent supplement funds. The 
land was made available under an urban renewal program. It was a good project that may 
serve as a model to adapt and adopt. Similarly, the Canadian Urban Native Housing 
Program describes other examples o f  successful housing projects:
SORKIN Alan L. The Urban American Indian. 1978 -  Lexington Books.
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As a result of the Helyer Report, the Government launched a S200 Million 
Dollar demonstration-housing program ("the Demonstration Program") 
February’ 1970. The focus o f the funding was on housing needs in major 
urban areas and to help produce a variety o f innovative projects.
One such project was Kinew Housing Corporation ("Kinew") in 
Winnipeg, sponsored by the Native Friendship Center. This was the first 
non-profit housing corporation sponsored, owned and managed by 
Aboriginal peoples. Kinew’s first project was ten units of older housing. 
Aboriginal contractors were hired to do much of the renovation, 
introducing an element o f potential Aboriginal employment to the 
program and going beyond the strict approach to housing. Between 1972 
and 1975, five more urban Aboriginal non-profit housing societies were 
created across Canada: Canative, which operated in Edmonton and 
Calgary; Sasknative in Saskatoon; Native People of Thunder Bay 
Development corporation; Wigwamen in Toronto and Skigin Elnoog in 
New Brunswick. All used the same approach of acquiring older existing 
housing, rehabilitating them and renting to low income families. The 
program provided for home ownership (terminated in 1991) and for rental 
and lease to purchase options in which the client made a payment based on 
household income.'*
The Questionnaire
Detailed interviews o f Important informants, as well as complex qualitative studies of 
symbolic systems, customs, and other cultural practices, are still essential parts o f a 
comprehensive procedure. The changes in the study methodology o f  complex, 
multicultural systems and the growth of quantified study methods have led to the need for 
team research. Finally, as noted by Pertti J. Pelto “Another significant trend is to work 
more closely with community people— ethnic organizations, tribal governments, 
neighborhood health clinics, migrant labor organizations, women's groups, and other
'* "Urban Native Housing Program." [Online]. Available: http://www.abo- 
peoples.org/programs/housing.html. Accessed November 1, 1998.
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special-interest groups— whose activities require up-to-date quantitative and descriptive 
data.’”'^
The questionnaire used in this study was designed for obtaining information 
describing, comparing or explaining the American Indians’ attitudes, practices and 
behavior related to housing elements and spatial use, as well as the characteristics of their 
housing and the cost and appropriateness to their particular family needs. This study then 
proposes a framework for urban planning projects and architectural design for a specific 
minority group. The questionnaire can be an effective tool in finding out what people 
expect in their home, both in physical and spiritual terms. However, this means that it 
should be carefully structured to consider housing form, content, and owner expectations. 
The survey sample included in my research is composed of urban households o f  different 
tribes, in contact with the Indian Center o f Las Vegas. A pretest was centered on four 
UNLV students and seven employees o f the Indian Center, to insure that the questions 
worked as intended, and to assure that some of the questions were not culturally 
forbidden. The questionnaire itself helps to rate housing satisfaction of Native American 
clients/users for different types of housing, and to learn preference for certain 
architectural models as with indoor/outdoor use o f space. It also permits identification of 
the most common housing needs and family member satisfaction with their current 
housing status.
The anthropologist M argaret Mead explained through similar research that studies of 
a current topic would automatically accentuate symbolic elements such as ethnic identity, 
while research focusing on larger periods emphasizes a materialistic determinist's point of
SORKIN Alan L. The Urban American Indian. 1978 - Lexington Books.
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view. Il is a valuable conclusion, which can place our questions and our answers in 
perspective. The urbanization o f Native Americans is recent in our history: therefore the 
study will probably emphasize the differences between tribes in perception of 
architectural spaces and their use.
In the first part o f this thesis, I will explain who the Amerindian population is and 
how they live. In the second part, I will show how they appreciate their traditional 
culture, as well as western culture, and investigate what can be taken from each to create 
better surroundings after arriving in an urban area. Even if control of the environment is 
possible in the laboratory, it is not available in the field: thus the aim o f this study is to 
assist in building future habitations that serve the needs o f Indian families, no matter 
where they may live. With this project, I will try to determine what are the values at the 
foundation of Amerindians’ concepts of space and by what means they can or cannot 
maintain it and, most importantly, by what means can architects assist in this process.
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CH APTER  2
LIVING CONDITIONS OF NATIVE AMERICANS
1/The Native American Population
The Indian population in the United States has increased consistently in the 20th 
century. By 1990. Native Americans numbered almost two million, a little less than 1 %  
of the total U.S. population. About one-third live on 278 reservations which comprise 23 
million hectares (56 million acres); half the Native American population live in urban 
areas close to reservations. The 1995 Housing and Urban Development (hereafter HUD) 
study found that 38% o f Amerindians inhabited reservations situated less than 50 miles 
from a city with a population o f 50 000 or more. They are further divided into 314 
federally recognized tribes and groups in the form o f reservations, pueblos, rancherias-°.
Rancherias: The traditional Indian community is largely the result o f colonial 
missionary efforts to concentrate the scattered rancherias, or hamlets, o f aboriginal times 
into Spanish-type villages in which the natives could be more easily administrated. 
Britannica Online. "Native American Peoples: MIDDLE AMERICAN PEOPLES AND 
CULTURES: North Mexican Indian cultures: TRADITIONAL CULTURE PATTERNS: 
Social structures." [Online]. Available:
http://www.eb.com: 180/cgibin/g?DocF=macro/5000/14/l 2Q.html Accessed November 1, 
1998.
- ' Trust land: W ith the Dawes General A llotment Act o f  1887, the president was allowed 
to divide the reservations into individual parcels and to give every Indian, whether he 
wanted it or not, a  particular piece o f the tribally owned land. In order not to make the
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and trust lands-'. The Native American population is increasing in inner cities throughout 
the United States; they are also disseminated among rural hamlets and towns close to 
their reservations.
The multiple definition and classification o f Indians make it difficult to obtain reliable 
statistics. Each federally mandated jurisdiction, private business or association working 
with Amerindians categorizes them independently and without relationship. Furthermore, 
the eligibility criteria in defining 'Indian-ness', and who is then qualified to use their 
various services, makes interpretation o f  data an extremely complex task. The difficulty 
in obtaining useful data on Indians living in metropolitan areas comes from the fact that 
Amerindians do not benefit that much fi’om governmental programs and most statistics 
are established from those who stayed on the reservations. Nevertheless, successive 
census reports demonstrate that urban, rural and reservation Indians all have a lower 
income than other groups within the general population and that more Amerindians live 
below the poverty line.
Because they are often in climatically, geographically and economically harsh parts 
o f  the country, reservations have many difficulties creating jobs. There seems little doubt 
that the m ajor reason for urban migration o f  reservation Indians is economic. In spite o f  
relative improvements in recent times, reservations throughout the country illustrate the 
general pattern o f  economically underdeveloped areas as characterized by “a growing
transition too abrupt, the land would be held in trust for a  period o f  25 years, after which 
ownership w ould evolve upon the individual.
Britannica Online. "Native American Peoples: NORTH AMERICAN PEOPLES AND 
CULTURES: EVOLUTION OF CONTEMPORARY CULTURES: United States 
policy.the late 18th and 19th centuries." [Online]. Available:
http://www.eb.com:180/cgi-bin/g?DocF=macro/5000/l4/26.html>  rancherias Accessed 
November 1,1998.
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population but a young one, a decreasing and already inadequate land base... high 
unemployment, low incomes".—
Tribal members only have to move outside their usual framework to discover that 
they are not well prepared for an industrial society. In cities they m ust live in the poorest 
sections because o f  the lack o f  savings, credit, support, etc., and caimot afford to lobby 
for improvement in their housing conditions. For many, rural poverty is traded for urban 
poverty, which exacerbates the problems o f  urban areas. As a partial effect, middle- 
income families, in general, move to the suburbs. Since the turn o f  the century surveys 
made by the administration in charge o f  American Indians (Interior Department) showed 
that, in terms o f  labor force status, income, and housing, Indians are the most 
disadvantaged group in the United States. In addition, the range o f  employment 
opportunities and the level o f  wage earnings on or near reservations are far below those 
found in most urban centers where participants were sent in the I960's for job  placement. 
Moreover, these studies describe a higher intensity o f  prejudice and discrimination 
against Indians in the non-Indian settlements close to reservations than in areas far 
removed from the principal centers o f  Indian population (41). For this reason, 
employment opportunities and advancement are more restricted around Indian 
reservations. Over time, the economic position o f  the urban Indian has improved relative 
to his reservation counterpart. This reflects the comparative stagnation o f  reservation 
economies and the rapid growth in employment opportunities for Indians who have 
migrated to urban centers. Urban Indians have an economic status, which is comparable 
to Black Americans.
-- Brophy and Aberle, 1966:67, p. 147 in Sorkin A. The Urban American Indian. 1978 -
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Roughly, 2/3 (65 to 80% according to various surveys) o f  the two million 
Amerindians now reside in metropolitan areas compared to slightly more than one-fourth 
in I960, and half in the 1970's. Their living conditions are still miserable in comparison 
to those o f  their white counterparts. There, greater employment opportunities with higher 
wages are available than within the limits o f  reservations or their immediate 
surroundings. In urban areas their housing conditions appear very poor and they live 
within buildings at the edge o f  every sanitary and safety limit. According to Jorgensen-^ 
they often inhabit those establishments primed for dem olition in areas zoned for 
rehabilitation. Usually, these urban locations are insalubrious and have a high crime rate. 
Various studies made between the 1960's and the 1970's determined that through 
education, financial anticipation and preparatory visits, as well as by having members o f  
the tribe or family willing to help, some Amerindians were able to make the most o f  this 
experience, and remained in cities. Those who were the most acculturated were willing to 
integrate into the dominant society, and interacted closely within it. This latter group has 
a higher rate o f  success in the adaptation to urban conditions. Those who return to the 
reservation suffer a major income loss, while for those who decide to build their career 
and to retire later to their reservations, it is the opposite; their income is high enough to 
help them build or add some comfort to the homes.
Lexington Books
23 WADDLE Jack O. and 0 .  WATSON. The American Indian in Urban Society. 1971 
Ed. Little Brown, Boston.
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2 ' The Native Americans in Las Vegas
The flexibility o f  the Indian household is often amazing. This versatility reflects an 
extended family as well as the use o f  a dual-residence. M ost Indian families are willing to 
make room for five or six additional persons, even if  they have only limited food or space 
for themselves. Las Vegas Indians are no exception.
This study surveyed groups o f  families (90%) and individuals (10%). O f these 
families 30% are headed by a single adult, 10% are entirely composed o f  adults, and 2 
adults head the remaining 50%. This creates an architectural challenge to answer the 
particular needs for the household with only one breadwinner. In such a home, internal 
space must be designed to facilitate the task o f  monitoring and securing family members. 
Furthermore, in these households, there is a  struggle to get through the steps o f  the rental 
or ownership process and it seems very difficult for the head o f  the household to find the 
right home. They are the most vocal group when it comes to their housing conditions, and 
may be are the most interesting because o f  their notion about what elements are needed in 
their unit. It appears that the well being o f  their family helps them overcome their 
apprehensions.
The breakdown o f the survey is that 67% o f  the respondents were women, 12.5% 
young adults, i.e. under 25, and 2.5% elders. Seventy five percent o f  those surveyed were 
part o f  the work force - a helpful statistic since they represent those who make the 
economic decisions and sometimes are old enough (40% o f  them are above 40) to have 
experienced both the reservation and the urban life.
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Married couples with children represent 37% o f Indian households nationally but 
only 28% o f  all U.S. households. In addition, large families (5 or more persons) represent 
a greater share (20%) o f  the total U.S. households (11%). A  majority (52.5%) o f  the 
surveyed households is comprised o f  between three and five members, which is 
comparable to white Americans. About 1/5 o f  Las Vegas Native American households 
are composed o f  6 or m ore members o f the same family, which is in accordance with the 
national percentage. Accommodating them and their extended family requires spacious 
and functional designs, which preserve personal space.
There is a balance between families with one (24%), two (30%), and four or more 
children (27%). The need for specific spaces for the children can be important. The 
bedroom is their principal room for play or study (42%). For homework, i f  the bedroom 
is not available, the dining room is the preferred location for 27%, followed by the living 
room (20%) and finally the kitchen (10%). I f  we consider their play area, the living room 
comes in second position (31%), and then the outdoors (17%). Few children have a 
special room for play (game room). In general, they share their time between their 
bedroom and the living room, where most familial activities happen.
Once children are involved, the housing conditions become more critical. The urban 
environment, the acquisition o f  the home, and the elements o f  comfort all combines to 
form the housing condition.
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3/ Housing Conditions o f Amerindians in Las Vegas
While the price o f  rent maybe affordable, the money for incidentals, such as security 
and cleaning deposits, are usually lacking.
When the history o f  the participants o f  this housing study is considered, it is amazing 
to find that before their arrival in Las Vegas, 29% used to live in their own house but 
only 19% are still home owners. What has happened and why has this num ber declined 
so rapidly? A majority o f  Las Vegas' Amerindians have lived for many years in their own 
homes. Today, only five o f  the surveyed households have been installed in the city for 
less than a year. It seems to be a very stable population. When asked the reason for the 
move to their present residence, it was rarely for improving the housing conditions but 
rather due to the change in marital (divorce) or employment status (new job offer). In 
other words, once settled within the city o f  Las Vegas, they rarely relocate.
In my sample, those who live in unsavory areas o f  the city consider the situation as 
short-term dictated by employment necessity and familial problems. Previous urban 
studies mention that Indian families in large cities are quite mobile. Such investigations 
explain that oAen-initial housing is quite unsatisfactory, resulting in a tendency to move 
into other dwellings when vacancies occur. Moreover, many Indians are living in unsafe 
neighborhoods and are thus motivated to find housing in an environment more suitable to 
their families and especially for their children. In Las Vegas, this situation is masked in 
part because o f  the nature o f  this 24-hour city and the vast employment opportunities in 
the service and construction industries.
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The questionnaire shows that more than half (60%) o f  the housing units concerned 
have at least six rooms. One fourth o f  the families reside in 4-5 rooms and 1/8 inhabits a 
unit o f  less than three rooms. It appears that these populations do not really target studios 
or small apartments. Las Vegas Indians seem to favor spacious living spaces to 
accommodate their numbers and needs.
Once housing had been secure, inhabitants note a few particular characteristics. As a 
family, the favorite room is by far the living room, which receive 40% o f the poll, 
followed closely by the bedroom at 23%. Yet, 87% o f  those individuals interviewed 
considered the living room as his/her favorite one, and for 55% it is the principal room 
used by the members o f  the household. In fact, the large absence o f  a family room in the 
internal layout o f  their housing is glaringly apparent. Perhaps the idea o f  a "family room" 
(or alternate living area for the household) per se is still a bourgeois concept. This can be 
explained by the fact that most o f  the apartments in the rental domain do not have a 
Family Room, in order to concentrate on other spaces that are more important. Also, 
small houses built w ith the same principles, as the apartments are less expensive. 
According to the answers, the dining room seems to be the least useful space, a room 
only used in the afternoon by 8.7% o f  the sample.
As for their connection with nature, 56% o f  them still enjoy an outdoor private area 
after being established in Las Vegas. I f  moving to cities can be synonymous with the 
abandonm ent o f  this previous connection with open space. Las Vegas, because o f  its 
suburban character, may reduce this concern. According to the survey, the remaining 
40%  need an outdoor cooking area. Furthermore, they need extra storage place for auto 
maintenance and construction equipment and for fishing/hunting activities. Extra indoor
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space to enable them to provide reception for their extended family and holiday guests is 
also desirable. This arrangement approaches what is seen on the reservation.
Finally, Amerindian sentiment about the home is that it is less a house than a place to 
belong to. Ownership in particular requires a financial commitment that nobody is willing 
to make for a house and neighborhood that does not ground you. The community spirit is 
important for everybody, but Native Americans feel that the current housing 
opportunities are not adequate for them.
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CHAPTER 3
APPROPRIATION OF TRADITIONAL AND W ESTERN SPACE
According to the 1995 HUD report. Native Americans 61% living in cities are 
principally located in 15 urban areas (Los Angeles. Albuquerque, etc.). Remarkably, 59% 
of them live in the suburbs. 5% more than non-Indian populations. The suburban’ 
Amerindians live in better conditions than those residing in the center o f these cities do. 
In non-tribal areas. American Indian households also live in housing with fewer (about 
9%) physical problems than on reservation (-14% ).
1/ Housing on Reservations and Perception of Traditional Housing
In a survey on migrants to Los Angeles^'» regarding life on the reservation, life in the 
city, and the factors which led individuals to migrate, the patterns o f responses were 
similar to that which might be expected from Euro-Americans who had migrated to a 
large city from a rural o r small town. The incentive for migration was primarily
-■* John A. Price, “ The migration and adaptation o f American Indians to Los Angeles," 
Human Organization 27,no.2 summer 1968:171.
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economic, that is to find jobs, to obtain higher wages, and to improve their living 
conditions.
W ithout debate Native Americans living on reservations occupy some o f the worst 
housing in the United States. That may be o f  less concern i f  reservation populations were 
decreasing due to widespread migrations to cities. The latest HUD studies show that the 
direction o f  migration is not toward distant cities but towards border counties o f  the tribal 
areas, for example, the Pueblos o f  the Rio Grande and the area surrounding Albuquerque, 
NM. According to a HUD report in 1995, 60% o f  the Indian population lives either on 
the reservations (37%) or the surrounding area (23%). These zones have a higher 
standard o f  living (with less overcrowded households) and have fewer economic 
problems than the remaining 62%. However, the Native population has higher problems 
with affordable housing as more households pay more than 30% o f  their earnings for 
housing. These figures can be related to the Nevada Paiute reservation. In general, these 
Indians are accustomed to life in the city and have already adopted elements they like for 
their reservation dwelling.
From the 1995 HUD report, the remaining 40% are urban Indians inhabiting areas 
often at the opposite end o f their traditional cultures. In both cases, there are interesting 
perspectives on urbanization inside or outside tribal territories. In comparison to 
American society, the Amerindians have a  more grounded traditional structure, but they 
are more at risk o f  becoming unemployed and poor (twice that o f  other American 
households).
In 1989, the average unemployment rate in Indian reservations was 52%, and by 
1990, the rate had jum ped to 56%. The 1990 Census shows the percentage o f  Indian
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people living below the poverty line to be 31.6%, or three times the national average. Just 
under half o f  households were connected to public sewers! Comparatively, in 1980, 5.5% 
o f  blacks and 3.8% o f  Spanish-origin householders lived in dwellings lacking complete 
plumbing facilities, contrasted with 1.7% o f  whites. Grouped together, 10.8 % o f 
American Indian, Eskimo, and Aleut peoples had substandard plumbing. It is in fact one 
o f  the major social problems in the country.
About one in five American Indian reservation households disposed o f  sewage by 
means other than the public sewer, septic tank or cesspool (e.g., outhouses, chemical 
toilets, and facilities in another structure). Nationally, 1% o f  all households used these 
methods o f  sewage disposal.
Also, one fifth o f  American Indian households on reservations lacked complete 
plumbing facilities in their hom es-ho t and cold water, a flush toilet, and a bathtub or 
shower. This compared with less than 1 % o f  all households nationally. In 1950, about 
20 % o f  all U.S. households lacked complete kitchens. About 18 % o f  American Indian 
households on reservations in 1990 did not have complete kitchens, i.e., a sink with piped 
water, a range or cook-stove, and a refiigerator. By 1990, only 1% o f  all households 
nationally was without one or more o f  these amenities. It is mainly explained by the fact 
that most o f  the homes are old and therefore did not have room in the internal layout for 
plumbing facilities. It is now difficult with their small financial means to correct this 
situation.
According to the 1995 HUD report, “The physical housing problems o f  tribal areas 
are extreme by national standards. According to the 1990 census, 28 % o f  such Native 
American households are overcrowded or lack either kitchen o r plum bing facilities
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compared to an average o f  only 5.4 % for all U.S. households. When structural conditions 
and other facilities problems are also considered, a sample survey suggests that the total 
number o f  Native Americans living in inadequate housing in tribal areas is about 40 %; 
the comparable U.S. average is 5.9%."25 The survey concluded what is most needed are 
sanitary elements in order to live more comfortably and healthy. Sanitary facilities are a 
big part o f  why they enjoy urban areas. Fifty-three percent o f  the people interviewed 
wanted to have indoor access to piped water, gas and electricity. In fact, traditional 
housing will attract urban Amerindians much more with a few architectural elements like 
French doors, a sun room or a lodge (sauna) room, and some elements o f  comfort like 
running water and electricity.
The analyses also found that American Indian households on reservations were only 
about half as likely as all households nationally to live in an "old" home, i.e., one built 
before 1940. In addition, they were more likely to live in mobile homes (14% vs. 7% 
nationally). According to m y study in Las Vegas, 5% o f  the households live in mobile 
homes. As for multi-unit structures, only 5% o f Amerindians live in them (compared with 
27 % for all households nationally), but in Las Vegas, my study reflected 37% o f them.
Reservation versus City, the New Dilemma
American Indians bring a  unique cultural heritage to urban society. M ost Indians are 
tribally oriented, leaving the close-kinship relationships o f  an integrationist reservation
25 HUD report, 1995. See Appendix 4.
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community behind to enter a highly individualistic society. Many fundamental Indian 
values are totally different from those o f  the dominant urban culture, which are 
incompatible with the principles o f  a competitive capitalistic society. Community is more 
valued than personal achievement, money is important as long as it is to share, there is a 
wide respect o f  the elderly, and members o f  the tribe are always welcome to stay.
Another question that arises asks what significance does the home on the reservation 
have for the emigrant? A variety o f  circumstances like loneliness, unemployment, and 
health coverage, cause emigrants to return to their reservation. The frequency o f  return 
naturally varies with geographical distance and needs (health problems in particular). 
Seldom do migrants abandon their origins permanently. More than a place o f  residence, 
the reservation is a moral community and a spiritual center.
As a parallel, in a study made in France, Roselyn de Villanova found that Portuguese 
emigrants always thought that they would return rapidly to their original village or town. 
This explains why their entire financial goals were oriented towards the construction o f 
their house back home. To be a home-owner in one's own culture is the most meaningful 
purpose o f  their emigration, their reason for departure and their reason for return. Do 
urban Native Americans feel the same urgent need to build or at least come back to their 
own reservation? According to my research, once they are installed in the city they 
appreciate it in on an everyday basis, but only 20% envision spending their retirement 
years in Las Vegas. In general, some choose other western states w ith remote and 
beautiful natural scenery such as Colorado and Utah, and mainly their reservation (32%), 
as their primary choices. Amerindians enjoy the convenience o f  urban areas, but none 
w ill consider finishing out their lives there.
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Sixty percent o f  urban Indians tend to dislike the pollution, urban crowding, crime 
rates, transportation problems, and the high cost o f living in the city. Los Angeles is the 
quintessence o f  what they want to avoid and the last place where they would choose to 
live. They fondly remember the social contacts and activities they had on the reservation. 
Over time, they, however, increasingly withdraw from their previous reservation contacts 
(fewer returns to the reservation, fewer letters), while concomitantly they increasingly 
tend to idealize the physical and cultural aspects o f  reservation life. Many older urban 
Indians wish to retire to their home reservations, particularly if  they own property there. 
From the interviews gathered, it appears that 73% o f  the reservations cited as the home 
reservation are in the Southwest (Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, Arizona). Despite this 
neighboring proximity, 75% concede that they do not have a personal home on their 
reservation; 53.9% have few or no contacts at all with their reservation, while 46% o f  the 
migrants keep in touch regularly. It represents much more than their friendly contact with 
their urban neighbors (17%). Here is the perception o f  one urban Amerindian:
One thing that strikes me for Indian people is the idea o f  home being the 
reservation, not the urban environment. After owning two homes here, 1 
still think one day I will go home to the reservation. M any who live here 
in the urban area may still consider the reservation their real home. The 
concept for Indian people o f  signing a paper and how old I'd be when I 
finally paid for the home [this is a strange concept to get used to].2&
26 American Indian Research and Policy Institute. 1998. [Online]. Available: 
http://www.airpi.org/hsgexesm.html Accessed November 1 ,1998.
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Amerindians migrate back and forth between reservation and urban areas for sojourn 
varying in length. Today, members o f tribes operating a casino return for longer periods 
because o f the employment opportunity and the improvement of everyday life the casino 
induce.
2/ Housing in Towns 
The Urbanization Process
Urbanization began early in the century but it was not until after World W ar II that 
Indians moved in great numbers to the major urban centers, such as Chicago, Detroit, 
Minneapolis, Denver, Oakland, Cleveland and New York City. At that time, their 
migration was mostly due to Federal relocation programs. Nowadays, a large body of 
urban Indians is descended from those seeking a better life and work promised to them by 
the federal government. One o f the reasons for the movement into towns was that in the 
cities they had expected to be treated as any other group and not to be involved in a 
paternalistic relationship, as was the case on reservations.
During W orld W ar H, many Indians left the reservation to seek work in the war 
industries. At that time, the BIA started the relocation program to foster urban migration. 
However, these migrants were poorly educated and not well equipped to adapt in an 
urban center. They were not eligible for social services in the city because they were
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"BIA Indians" and were denied services by the Bureau o f  Indian Affairs^’ since they were 
no longer living on or near a reservation. Their lack o f  skills often confined them to ill- 
paying jobs and to the worst neighborhoods o f  the city. Lacking the support o f  their 
community, most o f  them returned to the reservation, especially in case o f  sickness. 
Among the factors contributing to the return o f  the emigrants was their unfamiliarity with 
the urban social environment and their readiness to recruit assistance from relatives. In 
order to alleviate such loneliness, it was common for emigrant families to have some kin 
from their reservation living with them. The difficult adaptation to urban setting was and, 
still is a situation that needs to be better understood. Brinker and Taylor indicate that 
better screening before relocation might have reduced the numbers going back to the 
reservations for economic reasons. Economic variables such as employment, income, 
education, or housing were unimportant. These results contradict most other studies o f  
Indian migration to urban areas, which tend to emphasize economic considerations. For 
example. Graves and Van Arsdale in their study o f  the Navajo in Denver stressed that 
“only the substantial economic advantages o f  life in the city keep them there.’” *
22 Indians residing on their tribal reservations or on restricted land are eligible for services 
from the Bureau o f  Indian Affairs (BIA) o f  the Department o f  the Interior and from the 
Indian Health Service o f  the Department o f  Health, Education, and Welfare. Now, the 
BIA also serves Indians living in the cities.
28 WADDLE Jack O. and 0 .  WATSON. The American Indian in Urban Societv. 1971 - 
Ed. Little Brown, Boston.
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Importance o f  Neighborhoods
The answers to my questionnaire show that 46% ignore the members o f  their own 
tribe in this urban location. In fact, they do not seem to be closely linked to their 
environment, only 30% acknowledge a regular contact with a neighbor; 18% had regular 
contact with their fellow tribal members within the city and 20% admit a regular 
connection to their reservation. They live in their quasi cocoon, and do not seem to need 
interactions w ith Las Vegas or with their original reservation.
Those who use the Indian Center are m ostly already residents o f  the city. It is in this 
context that my work intervenes to try to provide general architectural characteristics for 
a low to medium cost housing project. Happenings and erecting o f  buildings, under 
technical supervision, can create a sense o f  pride and dedication to the elaboration o f  a 
friendly and caring neighborhood that will reconcile Indians with urban life. People who 
are familiar w ith the city but wish to gather in a cultural environment close to their own 
can be associated with the new migrants. They will be responsible for the final 
appearance and organization o f  the project, for the level o f  traditional settings and its 
mode o f  integration.
For newly arrived urban Indians, the Center’s first function is to provide emergency 
care. This care may range from provision o f  food and clothing to finding housing and 
tracking down relatives who can assist the newcomer. The Amerindian Center aims to 
make the American Indian aware o f  the available services in education, employment, 
housing, hospitalization, alcohol treatment and rehabilitation and credit union financing 
and membership. Also, it provides help for American Indians both on and o ff the
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resen’ation, and encourages athletic programs. All this to help eliminate prejudice and 
discrimination.
The way in which people migrate depends upon the communal structure o f  each 
moving group. Some have a  tendency to regroup while others have a tendency to split. 
However, those who migrate keep their system o f values for a certain period o f  time, but 
little by little the social indifference and social process o f  homogenization, characteristic 
o f  large cities and social gatherings, begin to replace their habits, i f  not their culture.
29
According to the studies o f  G ans , special connections are created in American suburbia. 
This suburbia is created by the positive image given by wealthy inhabitants. 
Transforming the rural conception o f  a place into a suburban one is a new way o f  
consumption o f  space. Rural Amerindians discover a new aggregation within the suburbs, 
in which people frequent principally those who are in the same economic class and share 
the same activities. The intensity o f relations and integration within the neighborhood 
will vary depending on the social class and age group o f  the population, and even more 
depending o f  the kind o f  entertainment, tastes and cultural references they share. Gans 
concludes that it is mostly social homogeneity, which increases the commimity life o f  a 
neighborhood. If Amerindians seem reclusive and non-adapted, it is because o f  this lack 
o f  homogeneity within their surroundings.
Being unaware o f  the urban housing market, each migration o f  an Indian family must 
be learned by experience -  a situation sometimes costly and often resulting in inadequate 
housing. In Las Vegas too, they are reluctant to seek help from a resourceful association 
and are engaged in a pattern o f  individual migration where everything has to be learned
Gans, H. People and Plans. Basic Books. New Yoric, 1968.
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repeatedly. On the contrary, in migrations like those o f  Italians, the newcomer can follow 
a trail made by a member o f  his family.
One o f  the biggest problems that a newly arrived Indian faces in Las Vegas or any 
city is how to obtain housing which is both adequate and affordable. The growth o f  the 
native population in urban areas is faster than the housing available with their level o f  
income.
In addition to the difficulty in saving enough money for the security deposit, the long 
waiting list for public housing is condemning them to live in poor neighborhoods 
characterized by cramped living conditions. In addition, the substandard housing acts as a 
m ajor factor for discouragement. Sometimes, urban Indians initially tend to cluster in the 
central cities, where housing costs are lower, and then to gradually move elsewhere 
within the metropolitan area as economic circumstances improve. This may contribute to 
the establishment o f  Pan-Indian societies but from the results o f my survey, it seems that 
they by-passed this stage and moved directly into the assimilation stage into urban 
society. It is to humanize that first phase o f  the emigration process that 1 propose a 
housing complex for temporary residents (between one year and five years for example).
People who formerly lived in hogans, pueblos, and log cabins and who now receive 
HUD housing on the reservations must adjust to paying utility bills. In Las Vegas, 
security and cleaning deposits represent a burden for the Native American families 
migrating to the city. M ost o f  them consider themselves member o f  the lower extreme o f  
the m iddle class (61% o f  them are satisfied by their earnings, which cover their modest 
expectations and are clearly higher than those possible on the reservation).
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Housing Conditions in Cities
As indicated above, urban Indians have a significantly lower quality housing than that 
o f the general population, which is far below that of the white urban population but 
considerably better than reservation housing. However, in spite of these poor housing 
conditions, Indians in urban areas still must spend nearly one-fourth o f their income on 
housing. Affordability is a very serious issue. For example, in metropolitan areas, 29% 
spend more than 30% o f their income for housing. Government housing programs do not 
seem to be working well for Indians in urban areas. Compared to the rates for other races, 
the Native American rates of residence in public housing per eligible household are quite 
low. Moreover, many Indian families must undergo essential expenditures on utilities or 
furniture until they can afford them or are able to establish credit. It m ust be emphasized 
that these problems and others are occurring at a most crucial period when the head of the 
household is seeking employment.
The last census shows that 19% o f urban Indian housing is considered crowded (i.e. 
more than one resident per room), while 44 % for rural Indians live in crowded 
conditions as compared to 10 % for the U.S. rural population. This is an increase in 
comparison with the data from 1980. Already, the burden of overcrowding and 
substandard housing in the United States is disproportionately greater for non-white 
families than for white families. In my sample, 30% of the units are intensely 
overcrowded and 13% are crowded.
In the questionnaire, the Las Vegas Indians household has an average o f 4.1 persons 
per housing unit. It appears that it is not a culturally defined choice but essentially an 
economic necessity. How crowded or spacious a dwelling is can indicate the quality of
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housing. In 1980 housing units with a Black households averaged 3.07 persons per 
housing unit. For householders of Spanish origin the number was 3.48. The averages for 
some immigrant groups, including Filipinos and Vietnamese, were even higher. These 
figures compare with 2.67 for housing units with a white household.
In the 1970%, studies in urban centers like St Paul and M inneapolis, MN reveal that 
urban Indians were living mostly in overcrowded rental units and multi-housing 
structures. Their turnover rate was 50% per year indicating a high degree o f transience. In 
addition, 63% of the families had one or more relatives sharing their home.
Definitely negative findings emerged concerning families containing five or more 
children: heads of families over forty; and to a lesser degree in persons completing less 
than four grades o f school. Very few lowly educated people were include in my sample 
but I had enough large families and adults over 40 to compare the data to the national 
statistics.
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THE ARCHITECT’ INVOLVEMENT
According to the NCAI (National Congress o f American Indians), there is a need to 
extend Indian access to housing assistance outside tribal areas. Developers in cities, 
regional offices o f HUD and the BLA tend to construct identical plans for tribes in vastly 
different climates and geographic situations, and for people of widely differing cultures. 
Everybody - even Native Americans -  mistakenly take for granted that whatever home 
that generates few complaints from needy people o f other races would also suit all 
Amerindians as well. Inexperienced tribal housing authorities in order to avoid arguments 
with the regional offices sometimes used inappropriate or difficult to use floor plans, as 
well as materials unsuitable for the area. Other times, it is in the predetermined settings 
within the new housing lot, that historical kin-ships, relatives or family ties that are not 
taken into consideration. I want to avoid and rally against such negligence.
Since standard HUD houses are based on a specific society and economy, the house 
may be automatically unsatisfactory for others. Occupants must then use the space 
differently from the ways planners intended, often to the detriment o f the structure. That 
is a  perfect example o f what happens in urban areas for Native Americans. If  we agree
44
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with the dysfunctionality o f  HUD houses on the reservations, we must agree with the 
same reality in metropolitan areas. However, this is true only for tribal members living in 
a strong community and “discovering” the western cities. For the Native Americans bom 
or raised outside o f  the reservations, there is no question about their adaptation. They 
have at a certain level the same culture and references as any other American with 
relatively the same use o f  space with a few exceptions, such as the need o f  extra rooms 
for relatives and friends.
1/ The. Users Architectural Expectations
A study made in difficult French urban areas by the CSTB^°, showed that people 
answered to the questions are you satisfied by your home, how do you live in it by talking 
about their apartment or house and most importantly by the way it was connected to the 
school, the subway station, the grocery store, or the neighborhood in a  comprehensive 
development. Various notions and perceptions compete in the definition o f  their space, 
some opened to the outside, and others turned toward the inside.
It appears that a vital feature o f  any dwelling is its accessibility to the occupant's 
place o f  work, to stores, schools, and other frequently visited places. These notions are 
defined not only by distance from the dwelling but also by the tim e and cost o f  
commuting, or by the quality o f  the neighborhood.
30 CSTB: Centre Scientifique des Travaux du Bâtiments. French research organsim about 
building and construction.
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In the Las Vegas Amerindians group, the social, economic and ethnic mixture seemed 
to be very important factors. Exactly half o f  the panel surveyed preferred a one-story 
home, the other half, a two-story dwelling. Both groups explained their choice as a 
perfect adaptation for family life. It is the ease o f  use and cleaning that attracts the user o f  
the sim ple house. It is the impression o f  living in a larger space for those who advocate 
two-story house. I f  architects want to m eet the requirements, these choices will not be an 
issue as both options pleased this population.
Orientation to some is secondary, while others, especially members o f certain 
religious o r spiritual groups, consider it paramount. H alf o f  those who responded think 
the orientation o f  the house is important. For those who were concerned, facing East is 
the favorite direction (mostly for religious reasons and to greet the sun) and the living 
room or the main entrance should be designed with this in mind. Rooms facing South 
were the second choice.
A dobe (25.5%) and stone (23%) follow the preference for wood (29.8%) as 
construction material. There is, however, an awareness o f  other alternative materials such 
as straw bale which 4% would like to use. The consideration for price is most important 
for 58% o f  the respondents who would live in a HUD home. Price is important but 15% 
o f  the sample dislike HUD homes. They cite bad quality and poor general room layouts 
to explain their position, adding that the cost o f  the use o f  standard construction materials 
is excessive and they require a great consumption o f  electricity.
Overcrowding is another issue o f  importance. Previous studies stressed the level o f  
overcrowding o f  units o f  American Indians’ housing. In Las Vegas, the majority o f  the 
sample shows that most adults (58%) do not feel the need for more o r less privacy within
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their home. Overcrowding is still important in regards to children (45% of parents would 
like more privacy for them) but it is much lower for the elderly or guests of the family 
(23% of positive answers). It can be explained either by the overall absence of elderly in 
the home, or by the fact that when they live within the household they are given the best 
room/bathroom (i.e. the one apart from the bedrooms block) after the main one. Or it 
could also be attributed to the fact that their society or culture does not emphasize the 
need for privacy the same way we do.
Despite the relative satisfaction, internal spaces appear scarce. Sixty-five percent of 
the answers express the desire to have a larger kitchen, 52% wish a larger dining room, 
and 42% a more spacious living room. In fact, half o f the answers identify a lack of 
adequate space for specific needs. In addition to the need for secondary bathrooms, as 
required by 45% of the sample, there is a strong desire for extra storage space and 
additional bedrooms. A lesser percentage (42%) would appreciate an exterior cooking 
area for barbecues and additional cooking space to accommodate big meetings. H alf of 
the respondents complained about the lack o f luminosity and openings in their living 
environment. These complaints can be connected to an eagerness to return to traditional 
housing.
It is difficult to design the perfect housing unit for a whole group. Examples o f 
inappropriate uses between different cultures in housing are common, as cited by the 
architectural historian Carol Krinsky.
The lower Brule in South Dakota rejected the standard spacing of the new houses.
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Which they regarded as far too close, while Pueblo people found the same 
spacing uncomfortably distant. Some Native Americans dislike the many 
walls and partitions in Anglo houses. Some Shoshone in Nevada refused 
to live in HUD houses, and some southwestern Indians are said to live in 
hogans and adobes, using HUD houses for storage or for shelter only in 
certain weather conditions. Some southwestern people ignore kitchens and 
cook outdoors under ramadas: although the space between houses places 
the fires dangerously close to dwellings that are no longer built o f fire- 
resistant adobe. In cultures in which all family members sleep in one 
room, or in which pre-pubertal adolescent and parents do so, the Anglo 
idea o f separate bedrooms segregated by sex and used mainly for sleeping 
seems odd and unwelcome. This idea persists within traditional 
households. Some o f the families that prefer single-room dwellings, which 
HUD’s standards will not allow (in part because subsequent occupants 
might reject them), use bedrooms as workspaces or storage areas. 
Elsewhere, a man who knew that he could not repair faulty plumbing 
wanted an outhouse, not an indoor bathroom: o f course, he got one 
anyway but built an outhouse, ripped out the bathroom fixtures as soon as 
the pipes clogged, and made practical use o f the space for skinning deer, 
butchering cows, and storage.^'
In light o f the above circumstances, I feel the need to avoid such problems. In fact, 
the focus moves now from studying the evolution o f culture to negotiating the 
tradition/modemism cleavage. Cultural forms carry meanings, and Amerindians have to 
discern the values important to them within the multiple epistemologies known 
(village/reservation or city, fringe o f town or suburb, HUD developments, and rural area) 
and participating to their social fabric.
31 Carol Krinsky. Contemporary Native American Architecture. Oxford Press, 1996.
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2/ Architectural Considerations
The accent can be put on the kitchen/living area becoming central to the family and 
open to small outdoor spaces. The other important element is the lack o f  flexibility in the 
structure to fit the change that each family has to face in its internal composition. It seems 
that the lack o f  storage rooms, bedrooms and spare bathrooms are o f  a great concern to 
them too. My purpose is to keep their culture alive by enhancing the room(s) that is (are) 
central to their lives.
At present, well-educated members o f  the community work for an improvement in 
the living conditions o f  Native Americans throughout America, in both urban or 
reservation areas. They are trying to encourage outsiders as well as tribal members to halt 
the cultural genocide and put this minority on an equal level with the rest o f  society. Such 
a cessation can happen by breaking from the 'one architect/one mind/one design' mold. 
As noted by Mooney,
While the social and political problems on reservations are in themselves 
catastrophic, an element o f  singular importance in response may well rest 
in the melding o f  architectural design, appropriate to American Indian 
values within the full range o f  their built environments. ... The thrust o f  
response should center on traditional values while looking to the Plains 
Nations to redefine those values with a creative and achievable plan for 
their expectations for the twenty-first century. There is a national moral 
obligation here, and while historically ignored, it can no longer be 
misunderstood.^^
Many tribes are working to regain their right to cultural difference in housing 
accommodating their values. Identity is not a fixed essence but a changing product where
R. Mooney. "Anglo-ArchitecturalEnvironments and the American Indian Nations o f  
the Great Plains", 11.1994
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“recognition o f  other cultures and the acceptance o f  the instability o f  their own identity” 
will transform the present relations between races, according to Mr. Sebastien Coleman.-'-' 
Preservation, identity, and conversions are the key words necessary for understanding 
and answering to these specific needs.
We need to improve the ability to qualify for owning homes to retain our 
cultural identity.
"We need to find ways to satisfy cultural needs in the housing stock, and 
we need to create the spirit o f  ownership within the Indian community."
"I think identity is an issue. This generation [generation linked to the
reservation] is not acclimated to the capitalist system and we teach our 
children our values. W hat it takes to get a house are ideas and value we 
didn't grow up with."^"*
M y architectural position is to see the building o f  this neighborhood as an opportunity 
to link people with a different sense o f  identity and place it within the vast American 
culture, rather as a setting for culture wars. Since architecture is culturally defined, it is an 
architect's duty to consider how a minority group will be the user group. Should designers 
express the values o f  the dominant culture, or should they integrate the minority 
specifically within the frame o f  the majority? At the urban scale, this is a problem that 
urban planners need to address as a whole. It is the duty o f  the architect to make sense o f  
the modem spiritual, social, economic fragmentation o f  society, and thus enhance the 
results by his reflection on individual and small-scale projects. I tried to comprehend the
intricacy o f  individual situations and the inhabitants' responses. After all, doing
architecture today is not a problem o f  the shape o f  the building; it is more the lack o f
33 Sebastian Coleman. Also see the work o f  theorists o f  identity as E. Said, E. Gelner, B. 
Anderson, H. Bhabha, etc.
3-* American Indian Research and Policy Institute. 1998. [Online]. Available: 
http://www.airpi.org/hsgexesm.html Accessed November 1 , 1998.
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comprehensive vision and the disinterest from those who have the power over the 
projects.
As developers, financial sources and architects are unfamiliar with the problem o f 
contemporary Native American design, it is a culturalization process to learn, practice 
and establish. Architects should test and experience with these clients.
There is often uncertainty about the values or levels o f  'Indian-ness' to be expressed 
and to translate aboriginal structures into modem form is not always the right choice. In a 
city o r on a reservation with multi-tribal residents, what can be done for those who have 
lost m ost o f  their ancestral traditions and would like to express them? W on’t the final 
product seem corrupted to some individuals? And then, what does the term authenticity 
really means? Some associate the notion with frictions, irony, group solidarity and 
bonding against adversity and oppression. In subcultures it is a new form o f  resistance, 
m eaning playing with multiple interpretations for the architect in charge. Do the elders, 
who are more politically active, and constitute the vehicle for tradition, secure the 
consensus? I f  not, who will do it?
Some architects do not want to be reduced to simple executors o f  the boring wishes o f  
powerful developers. They are fighting to regain the power to create beautiful or 
meaningful urban and architectural projects. However, they still work without creativity 
in the intem al layout o f  their design. The problem is that this is the space, which really 
matters to the user. W ithout adopting a method that will democratically, but falsely, try to 
involve every citizen, designers can still try to interpret the general tone and sensibility o f  
the operation. The architectural profession had the opportunity and chance to tum this 
challenge into a positive step forward.
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Each tribe has social and culturally distinct values, which determine such things as 
the spacing between dwellings, grouped together, and those individuals' home scattered 
throughout the site. Distances between housing clusters can vary depending upon whether 
the housing is family or clan oriented, or for individuals choosing to be grouped together. 
The arrangement o f housing should be sensitive to the natural features o f the area. It is a 
tradition to be in harmony with the land and to be respectful of the relationship between 
the needs of the natural world and that o f the physical world of human beings. 
Furthermore, the design and placement o f a house should use the natural elements o f the 
site including sun, wind, water, and vegetation. Other features such as the surrounding 
landforms should be taken into account when orienting the house on the site.
As most of the Americans, Indians would like a more comfortable and private home 
too. But, at the same time, they want to keep alive their community and their way o f life. 
The objective is to reinforce their culture through the architecture. To keep and reinforce 
the architectural language, the architecture will use shapes meaningful to the users.
The housing project can grow by accretion, adding apartments or house when 
necessary, over the years. The housing complex can be composed o f all types o f homes 
(not solely of single family homes) and under all types of financial procedures. It can 
even include types o f co-housing, and houses specially designed for multi-family or an 
extended family. As long as it helps alleviate the social and economic barriers that the 
population faces. The programmation phase has to be open to non-conventional 
approaches, and integrate as many options as possible to avoid the creation o f a ghetto.
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This is a reasonable concern o f urban Indians, as echoed here:
If  we cluster people with similar problems, how does that help them with 
their problems? Should we build home ownership into those clusters? 
What we worry about with Little Earth is clustering people with same 
economic difficulties. Where is the leadership? How can we build in some 
home ownership and rentals in the same place? It would be more 
economically varied but culturally American Indian.^s
Instead o f  planning every detail, controlled and determined by the architect or a board
o f  directors, the project should give the opportunity to every inhabitant to get involved
and, therefore, create the need for a situational consensus. People will contribute by
giving labor time and materials, expressing the desire o f  the community to work together
to provide a home for an Indian family. This will keep housing affordable, promote a
chosen culture, and foster a sense o f  community.
Adequate and affordable housing have a measurable and profound impact 
upon the well being o f  off-reserve households. Aboriginal tenants indicate 
that their accommodation contributes to their family stability and access to 
education. Aboriginal owned and operated housing also helps to preserve 
and reinforce cultural identity o f  Aboriginal peoples.
RCAP reported upon interviews with tenants o f  off-reserve Aboriginal 
housing institutions, many o f  whom felt that "...access to affordable 
accommodation and basic amenities (provided them) ...a sense of 
permanence, providing roots in the city while maintaining ties with 
reserve and rural communities." Moreover, the respondents perceive that 
good housing helps their children by providing "...the opportunity for 
children to get a good education in a stable environment, that is not having 
to change schools frequently." 3o
35 “Urban Native Housing Program.” [Online]. Available: http://www.abo- 
peoples.org/programs/housing.html. Accessed November 1,1998.
3^"Urban native Housing Program." [Online]. Available: http://www.abo- 
peoples.org/programs/housing.html Accessed November 1.1998.
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This general agreement will allow, within a dynamic cultural frame, the preservation 
and transformation o f  Native architecture. M y input is to create a cooperative and flexible 
format for cultural design and construction, offering a small support to their initiatives.
Here are some considerations to keep in mind when designing, especially since the 
architect will do it from his own cultural frame o f  reference. It is important to carefully 
think about the usual and the expected use o f  space. Amerindians' traditional home seems 
to be a communal center from where activities can spill over into many home-based 
operations.
For this reason, the conventional way o f  categorizing and dividing space into single 
uses may not be the best. “While names can be given to activities, which often occur 
within a room, spaces are rarely used for only one piupose. In designing homes for 
American Indians, it is much more common to think in terms o f  'great rooms' where 
related activities can happen together such as visiting, eating and cooking.” ’^ Also, 
because Indian families are often multi-generational at sometime in their life, the needs o f  
the elderly, small children or the physically challenged are important, and the design o f  
any home should be sensitive to these problems, according to the data o f  the 
questionnaire it is also important.
Floor plans will accommodate expansion, and should be flexible enough for a 
superposition o f  functions. The living areas should be connected within themselves and 
the outdoor area for better social conditions. In general, rooms have to be flexible in size 
and shape to adapt to changing uses. The kitchen area needs to be large enough for 
several people to move aroimd in, cook and eat at the same time, with very good
5^  O ur Hom e pamphlet
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circulation within the dining room and the living area. As indicated above, storage is very 
important. Their way o f life requires space to keep personal belongings, ceremonial 
regalas38, food in bulk quantities, homemade crafts and materials, fishing or hunting 
equipment, old appliances for their parts, etc. Those living without these commodities 
store some o f these pieces in the yard, antagonizing common Euro-American customs. 
These needs concern the kitchen but also every other room o f  the house if  we read clearly 
the answers o f  the survey.
Based on my study o f  Pueblo reservation^^, for a while I thought that the kitchen 
would be the most important room for big familial, tribal or ceremonial meetings. My 
assertion that people need to bake and prepare for these occasions, and therefore need to 
enlist as much help as they can, was wrong in the case o f  Las Vegas Indians. This was 
due to my study o f  Pueblo reservations, but my survey demonstrates that the most 
important room is the living room. The Urban Indian populations do not desire as large a 
kitchen.
In view o f  the questionnaire, it is apparent that each should have enough openings for 
natural light and fresh air. However, rooms do not need be very large but ample closet 
space and utility areas are necessary. The bathrooms should be larger than minimum 
standards and arranged for functional use. Linen closets need to be large to accommodate 
extra bedding, towels, and household supplies.
Regalas: traditional ceremonial clothes.
59 Stissi Epee P. Pueblo Indians Urbanization, mémoire de DEA, Paris X, Nanterre, 1996.
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It is critical, therefore, to orient the inside living area so it can be opened to the 
outdoor porches and areas in a comfortable maimer, taking into consideration the 
prevailing breezes and sun angles.
Housing standards vary in different societies. In the United States, for example, it is 
thought that there should be at least one room for each member o f  the family. However, 
there is no clear evidence that having less than one room for each m ember o f  a family is 
in any way harmful to its well being. Maybe it is more a question o f  quantity o f  personal 
space or the ways people use it, depending o f  their upbringing and culture (to live 
together or individually).
The layout o f  a dwelling can contribute to its desirability. Nevertheless, preferences 
in floor plans change and a certain amount o f  easy connection is always needed to link 
correctly sources o f  the normal activities within a  household.
3/ Propositions for Actions
Given our highly mobile society, is it realistic to design buildings for specific ethnic 
groups? Progress is never questioned in areas o f  constantly increase in the levels o f  
comfort, services, acoustics and thermal insulation, safety, etc. Specific cultural housing 
habits will usually transform themselves later through their evolution.
In the opinion o f  some authorities, however, the Indian problem in this region is not 
poverty or lack o f  industriousness o r even apathy. The prim ary problem rather is 
biculturalism. In the late 20th century the tribal reservations served as the physical and
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spiritual homes o f  the several Indian groups, although some 50% o f  the members resided 
outside their boundaries. All except a few who have identified with the surrounding 
American culture periodically returned to their family on the reservations for ceremonies 
and for deep religious and social nourishment.
Only gradually do we start to feel what this destruction of'identification' means: the 
tremendous social costs and social unrest in the suburbs o f  our megacities. Income and 
social status, the existence o f  strong social support networks and a healthy built 
environment are key determinants linked to enhanced physical and emotional health. 
Housing which is more propitious to the development o f  a broader range o f  fulfilling 
social interactions results in a greater quality o f  life.
I wish to concentrate this research on housing and contribute to a broader view, 
acceptance and incorporation o f  the opinions o f  minorities into the architectural process, 
so it can evolve to promote culturally meaning elements. Thus, it may address some o f  
the remarks found in this AIRPI' statement:
A lot o f  our people with tribal feelings inside o f  them have trouble with 
how urban housing is laid out. It is (or was) designed for a non-Indian 
mentality. [This could include the notion that single family homes do not 
compliment the needs o f  extended families who may live together.] I think 
there is a hesitancy in some o f  our people wanting to embrace that. I also 
find many people who have made it on the other side but who are not 
really happy out there. Maybe we won't resolve it in this generation—  
maybe the next generation can get the right mix. It will have to come back 
to working as a community. The Urban Indian Housing program is very 
good. The money doesn't depend on tribal affiliation and this makes it 
very flexible. However, the money has stayed the same since its 
inception.'*^
'*9 American Indian Research and Policy Institute. 1998. [Online]. Available: 
http://www.airpi.org/hsgexesm.html Accessed November 1,1998.
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The predominant architectural concepts are issues from notions discovered while 
working on the research. For example, there is the case o f  expanding families. Such 
families begin in small houses and must squeeze into spaces. As we have seen, such a 
situation is caused by financial hardship. Another example would be parents in an empty 
larger home whose children have become adults and have left. In such a situation, the 
parents cannot use all o f  their rooms. This will continue until they are not able to take 
care o f  themselves and will rely on a child. Few will risk homelessness by giving up even 
an imsuitable house.
So ideally, in answer to these issues, I will propose evolving houses. As a m atter o f  
fact, in Federally funded development, it has been difficult to get permission to alter a 
house for a newly disabled family member who needs a ramp, wider doors, or a 
remodeled bathroom. Indeed, HUD projects have rigid regulations about the num ber o f  
rooms given to new tenants, but does not consider an extra bedroom for an old person’s 
attendant, space to accommodate the frequent long-term guest expected in most Indian 
homes, or the unanticipated presence o f  relatives’ children who need shelter. In addition, 
the selection process ignores such matters as the migration between reservation and city 
o f  many working-age people. This movement helps maintain the link between tradition 
and economics and to prepare a place, within the reservation community, for their 
retirement. W e must not forget that these people lack reservation homes o f  their own. 
Until recently, it was impossible to build houses at standards below the locally acceptable 
norm, even if  tenants wanted it. Federal officials understandably feared, i f  the Navajo, for
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example, were given the outhouses that some traditionalists wanted instead o f  Indoor 
bathrooms.
In this survey, Amerindians had a very good idea o f  what they wanted. Their home 
must be a mix o f  modernity and tradition. In their current housing unit, about 60% find 
the intemal layout satisfactory but non-adapted to their use. Work on accessibility and on 
ways to preserve the personal space in the interiors should be a priority. From the one- 
third o f  those interested in a climate responsive unit, 70% desired extended use o f  solar 
energy, while the rest were interested in energy from the wind and water. A priority for 
the design o f  these homes is to assure the lowest cost possible for amenities.
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CONCLUSION 
The Necessity o f a Culturally Sensitive Architecture
The publication o f the Encyclopedia o f Vernacular Architecture o f the World by Paul 
Oliver created a greater awareness o f the conventionally partial use of the term 
’architecture’. Few selected samples o f Euro-Mediterranean (and some other) aesthetics 
were considered as h ig h ’ architecture and taught throughout the world, without any 
considerations for traditional architectural forms o f  other cultures. Therefore, 
architectural 'theories', methods for architectural design and creation, disadvantaged by 
this lack o f knowledge, projected Euro-Westem functionalistic understanding onto non- 
W estem civilizations. Such a process becomes increasingly problematic but, luckily, this 
form of architectural colonialism is slowly disappearing, as architects become 
appreciative of new ways to apprehend architecture beyond Euro-W estem rationalism.
The situation we study is one o f  flux and change, which can only be understood as 
one o f context and relationships. W ith respect to Native Americans, there would be no 
need for a particular solution to their housing problem if  the W estern mode did not 
predominate. It seems like the study methods and the picture drawn o f  the emigrant gives
60
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him a definite status that is far from reality. Housing is a complex problem, which 
touches upon complex household relationships. There should not be a unitary treatment 
o f  minority groups because Native Americans, as do other etlinic groups, have various 
origins, cultures, and expectations. Ultimately, the quality o f  housing available to an 
individual, a couple, or a larger family depends on the ability to pay, and who really pays.
Away from the reservation, the Native American seems more at ease with his own 
community. He recognizes his obligations to both urban and rural relatives, but appears 
as withdrawn from the various activities surrounding him. As found in the San Francisco 
area, some tribes recreate their community in urban areas (as do the Navajos), while 
others adhere to Pan-Indian organizations (like the Kiowa), and som e tum  reclusive (the 
Sioux).
Resolving Indian problems in urban centers means addressing the problem o f 
fragmentation within the physical and moral structure o f  the city. As exemplified by 
Michael Sorkin's Variations on a Theme Park, contrary to older structured cities, the 
contemporary fragmented city is one in which everyone is lost in either its own fragment 
o f  a commimity, and within one’s own social fragment or neighborhood. This produces 
difficult living conditions, and originates problems like a loss o f  civil participation and 
involvement, contemporary to the creation o f  ever widening gaps between architects, 
developers and inhabitants. In addition, budget funding to the ever-changing needs o f  the 
city and its inhabitants are usually scarce, which explains why developers contribute to 
the cities' expansion more than ever. And therefore, the price we have to pay for an 
affordable home; hence, banality without creativity and personality. M aybe we should go 
back to the tradition of'A dvocacy planners'; then neighborhood associations will have at
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their disposal city architects to help them formulate a coherent vision for their 
environment. Architects can play the role o f  mediator and reduce frictions created by 
difficult social, economical, architectural and urban situations.
Thus, the purpose o f  this research is to combine architecture with cultural identity', 
since architecture can be viewed as a carrier o f  cultural values, as both a container and a 
source for cultural definition. In this period o f  redefinition o f  Amerindians within the 
American society, change in social structures is, as usual, inferred from change in the 
structure o f  architectural space. A cultural pluralism is always produced when 
civilizations interact, and the architectural product is o f  great importance to such entities 
as the independent Afiican countries and the minorities throughout western ones. 
Through the analysis o f  construction elements, use o f  rooms and the adoption o f  new 
materials we can have a better idea o f  the transformation o f  a society submitted to an 
alien influence. An analysis illustrating in parts, the mobility o f  models between majority 
and minority.
For years, opposition between cultures and choice were considered a necessity for 
integration; this attitude destroyed the “integrity” part within the minority member o f  
society. Those who continue to have two or more different places o f  residence are in 
contradiction with the assimilation process. Through borrowing on their conception o f  
space or in the management o f  their children’s education, they demonstrate the 
importance o f  and reference to both cultures. Their attempts will probably take a few 
generations to be fully operative and should be acknowledged.
It is a complex scheme o f  integration that we witness here, w hich involves multiple 
generations trying to come to term with their bipolarity. Their order within society can be
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destroyed or changed anytime because it is temporary and fragile. We already know that 
some cultures have realized the co-existence o f  multiple traditions within single housing 
groups unit. For some o f  my interviews, it was the case, as 43% wanted the incorporation 
o f  traditional elements (position o f  the doors, function o f  the great round room, fire 
places, etc.) in their m odem  housing, while 53% expressed the desire to have elements 
that are more modem integrated into their traditional buildings. This is particularly true 
for various elements o f  comfort.
Roselyn de la Villanova and Filoména Silvano"*' studied various types o f  
homeownership integration, focusing on Italian, Portuguese and Turkish migrants. There 
are those who work within their group alone (Turkish, Italian emigrants) to realize their 
home while other wait to be completely integrated before beginning one (Portuguese 
community). Some will build a house in their home community; the others will build it in 
the place that has finally adopted them. However, most o f  them build their house with the 
help o f  their family, and community.
Laxson also bring to light a very interesting point o f  view:
A crucial aspect o f  enculturation (the leaming o f  one’s culture) is that it 
becomes intemalized-unconscious and unquestioned. Sapir (in 1949) 
noted that the mainly unconscious social behavior makes it almost 
impossible for average individuals to observe others types o f  behavior in 
other societies or in other cultural contexts than those they have 
experienced, without projecting into them the forms with which they are 
familiar... Even many educated and well-meaning people were 
imconscious o f  the impact o f  their world views on their own stereotyping 
and ethnocentrism.'*^
Silvano F. "Gerer la distance: les sauts d'echelle dans les relations sociales" in Espaces 
et Societe-Modes de Vie et Société Portugaise. N.79. Paris, L'Harmattan.
'*5 Joan D. Laxson. "How "we" see "them" Tourism and Native Americans." Annals o f 
Tourism Research. 18 (1991): 388.
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For the urban Amerindians, it is difficult to have the opportunity to use space the way 
they want because they have to gain the right to invest in a place that other urban 
dwellers are not willing to concede to them. Many still think o f  Amerindians as people 
having free lands and services on their reservations. Therefore, occupying what is left for 
others is resented. In addition their lack o f  local political involvement increase the 
perception that there are two levels in urban society and that they are in the invisible one.
Every civilization will evolve according to various external conditions and different 
choices made along its natural path. Along the way, a given civilization will often see a 
two-way transfer o f  customs and technology. Its evolution cannot be completely 
foreseen. Adaptation is not always a conscious option, and because the capitalistic system 
wants a homogeneous society to sell the same product to the largest number o f  
consumers, regional, cultural, religious, political, or economic distinctions, are not 
considered. The poor and minorities have to face a great deal o f  insensitivity when it 
comes to housing matters.
Any minority group is given a  unitary treatment just as have Native Americans. 
Instead o f  looking at every difference as a problem, it is more important to respect each 
o f  these minorities in their diversity. It is more interesting to see differences in light o f 
the means and opportunities o f  living, and to learn from and adapt to some o f  these 
differences. Laws, education, and lifestyle should discourage the effort to create uniform 
models o f  life and character, contributing to personal dramas.
M y text reports on what I have learned and I leave the final judgm ent about suitability 
and authenticity to the people who commission and use the buildings. O f those surveyed, 
som e did not have a pertinent opinion to share, few are indifferent to aesthetic matters
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while others seem uncomfortable with either revivals o r innovations. However, society 
should give Amerindians a chance to find their own ways within the cores o f 
metropolitan areas and let them preserve their culture, transform and incorporate what 
they really want o f  the western way o f  life, and not be forced to adopt new ways. In other 
words, allow them to be a living and evolving culture.
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE AND THE RELEASE FORM
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U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  N E V A D A  L A S  V E G A S
My name is Patricia Stissi. and I an a Graduate Student at the School of Architecture at the University 
of Nevada Las Vegas. ! would like ;o propose ways to improve the architectural living canoitions 
e.spenmented by .\merndians.
The purpose of this researcn is to study if and how Nauve Americans living in the urban context 
respond to architectural space in ways that differ from those left behind in their traditional habitats. In the 
last tlfty years. Native .Americans have faced tremendous socio-econonucal and envtronmeniai changes, 
both on reservation and in thetr new urban setungs. How. and at what cost, can concerned parties plan and 
build for .\mencan Indians, in such a way as to help them face the new challenges in the respect of their 
cultural backgrounds and needs? To help answer to these questions and help the production of bénéficiai 
tools. I produced a questionnaire, currently being supported and distributed by the Indian Center of Las 
Vegas.
The benefices that volunteers will receive 6om answering to this questionnaire are for all the 
community, because the goal of die questionnaire is to offer suggestions for an architecture that will meet 
these changing needs. The praposttions will be made available to the Indian Center, and the instances 
working with them, to improve in the future, the homes of .^ertndians. according to the results of the 
survey.
The quesuonnatre taxes between 10 to 25 minutes to answer, and the answer will be only reviewed by 
me to assure your anonymity and z :  lor.t'idenualicy of your records.
If you need more information or wish to receive the conclusions of the saidy. you can conuc: lucy 
Murray at the Indian Center 53^ 2) or Pactcia Stissi (S95 3031). In regard of your r.g.hts as a researcn 
parucipanL you can contact the L"NLV OSice of Sponsored Programs at 395 135".
Thank vou acatn for vour caooerauon.
,  .  Scrcci :f  Arc-itecture
. atncia atiaai Cdiege 3t =ine Arts
Ac'Tc i - z  =3.-..vpv • 5c.v A5AC:3 • u s  Vegas. Mevaca :S  
'" 2 ;  =35-3031 • =AX ("0"! S95-1119
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1. Are you? A Female..............................................  or a Male
1 Under 25 | Between 25 & 40 | { Between 40 & 60 Above 60 1 1
2. How many persons are living in your household?
Total” Children • Elders «
3. How many rooms do you have in your living quarters (number of rooms -  number of baths, do not count 
closets)?.............................................................................................................................................................
4. Do you prefer a one story home or a multi-story and why? .
5. In which room(s) do you spend most o f your time?
• In the morning...........................................
• In the afternoon..........................................
• In the evening............................................
• Which one is your favonte, why?..............
6. In which room(s) the members of your family spend most o f their time?  ------------------------------
7. In which room(s) do your children : Piny ?..._______________ «  Study ? -----------------------
8. Which room(s) do you use the most on ceremonial days or special occasions?---------------------------
9. Do you have any private outdoor space? If yes. do your activities require a specific architectural addition (like 
an outdoor closet, a covered area, etc-.)?-----------------------------— ----------------------— ------------------------
10. Do you have a favorite direction? If yes. which one. and what room(s) should face it?.
11 .WHAT IS YOUR NEED OF PRIVACY AT HOME? Parent 1 Parent 2 Children Elders. Guests, etc.
More privacy than now
Less privacy than now
No change
fSe/ccr one or more; A bigger kitchen A bigger dining room A bigger living room
More bathrooms More storage rooms More bedrooms Outside cooking area
A higher ceiling More natural light Be climate responsive Other
13. Do you live in;
an apartment ahouse/townhouse a mobile home a traditional home
Id.Yourhome history List a citv or reservation Rent or Own For how long? Why did you move?
where did yea live before
where do you live now
15. Where would you like to retire?................
16. What is your tribe or ethnic background? »
17. Do you have a home in your reservation ? .
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Calm Wellmaintam Safe Comfortable Ethnic diversity Accessible Nice Unanractive
House
19. Whit is your contact level and felarioiuhip with your community? Please check all ihai apply
year neighben Rare Regular Friendly Minunum coniaa No contact
urban member: of your tribe Rare Regular Friendly Minimum contact No contact
People on your rumrvaiiom Rare Regular Friendly Minunum contact No contact
20. In your home, what is your level of satisfaction with:
the size of the internal spaces (too big or not)
the general room layout, space flexibility
the orientation of the house
the location within the neighborhood
Other; precise
21. Which of these building material(s) would you prefer?
Adobe Concrete Stone Straw ball Wood Other
22. Would you consider the use of alternate sources of energy (sun, wind, etc.), recycled materials, etc.? If Yes, list 
which in particular?.......................................................................................................................................... ..............
23. Is there a place where you wouldn't live and why?...........
24. Where would you consider living and why?......................
23. What do you think of HUD homes?..................................
26. What do you think of the traditional homes o f your tribe?.
27. Is there a traditional aspect or use of space that you would like to find in modem house?.
28. Is there a modem aspect(s) that you would like to find in a traditional home?..................
29. In general, would you say that your level o f income (earning) is :
Excellent Good Unsatisfactory Unacceptable
30. What is your last school year completed (level of education)?..............................................
31. Do you think your place of residence is compatible with your lifestyle, please explain why:
— Thank you very much for yaar oabtaUt lùnt and answers, which will rm ain anonynmia —
I f  you are inierated by this study and wish to ask questions or advice fo r your home, write your name and 
address or phone number on this questionnaire and you w ilt be qukUy contaaetL
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A PPEN D IX  II
UNITED STATES’INDIAN POLICIES
The policies enforced by the Federal government were fluctuating with the latest 
tendencies in social, political, and economic theories.
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B rief History o f Native Americans Status
YEAR PO LITIC A L
S i t u a t i o n
D e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  s t a t u s  a n d  l a w  p e r t a i n i n g  t o
A m e r i c a n  I n d i a n s .
1880 M ost Indians on 
reservation
The tribes were generally free to live as they wished on 
their 53.4 million hectares, as long as they remained 
peaceful. By creating Indian reservations, the government 
hoped to avoid clashes over land boundaries between 
Native Americans and white settlers. Little by little, 
reservations w ere made smaller or w ere relocated to remote 
areas undesirable to whites.
1887 Indian General 
A llotment Act: 
The Dawes Act
As a remedy, the government tried to force them to 
assimilate into the mainstream o f American life. The plan 
called for breaking up reservations into allotments, then 
issuing the allotments to individual Native Americans. 
Ideally, they w ere to farm their plots; instead, many o f  
them sold their allotments or leased them to whites. Thus 
by 1934, Native Americans were left w ith only about 25% 
o f  the reservation land they had held in the 1880s ‘♦3.
Robert L. Bee
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A total o f  I I 8 reservations were allotted in this manner, but 
the result was not what had been anticipated. Through the 
alienation o f  surplus lands (making no allowance for 
children yet unborn) and through patenting o f  individual 
holdings, the Indians lost 86,000,000 acres (34,800,000 
hectares), or 62%, o f  a total o f  138,000,000 acres in Indian 
ownership prior to 1887. A generation o f landless Indians 
resulted, with no vocational training to relieve them o f 
dependence upon land. The strategy also failed in that 
ownership o f  land did not effect an automatic acculturation 
in those Indians who received individual parcels. Through 
scattering o f  individuals and families, moreover, social 
cohesiveness tended to break down. The result was a 
weakening o f  native institutions and cultural practices with 
nothing offered in substitution. What was intended as 
transition proved to be a blind alley**.
1924 U.S. Indians 
become U.S. 
Citizen
Same rights and duties as any American citizen. Depend o f 
tribal government when on reservation.
1934 Indian Power to tax membership, and make certain laws, to issue
** Britannica Online. "Native American Peoples: NORTH AM ERICAN PEOPLES AND 
CULTURES; EVOLUTION OF CONTEMPORARY CULTURES: United States pohcy: 
the late 18th and 19th centuries." [Online]. Available: http://www.eb.com:! 80/cgi- 
bin/g?DocF=macro/SOOO/l 4/26.html Accessed November 1, 1998.
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Reorganization 
Act :
The Indian New 
Deal o f  John 
Collier. 
Power o f  
federally 
recognized 
tribes.
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charters, to regulate marriage and divorce. They have full 
civil jurisdiction on their reservations and jurisdiction over 
all but major crimes such as murder, arson, and larceny, 
which are under federal jurisdiction. Native American 
tribes were encouraged to organize governments under the 
terms o f the Indian Reorganization Act and to adopt 
constitutions and by-laws, subject to the approval o f  the 
U.S. Department o f  the Interior. The act further provided 
for the reacquisition o f  tribal lands and established 
preferential hiring o f  Native Americans within the U.S. 
Bureau o f  Indian Affairs. Native American tribes were 
authorized to set up business corporations for economic 
development, and a credit program was established to back 
tribal and individual enterprises.
A siuvey in 1926 brought into clear focus the failings o f  the 
previous 40 years. The investigators found most Indians 
"extremely poor," in bad health, without education, and 
lacking adjustment to the dominant culture around them. 
Under the impetus o f  tliese findings and other pressures for 
reform. Congress adopted the Indian Reorganization Act o f
Britannica Online. "Native American Peoples: NORTH AM ERICAN PEOPLES AND 
CULTURES: EVOLUTION OF CONTEMPORARY CULTURES: 20th-century reforms 
o f  U.S. policy." [Online]. Available:
http://www.eb.com: 180/cgibin/g?DocF=macro/S000/l 4/27.htmI Accessed November I , 
1998.
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1934, which contemplated an orderly decrease o f  federal 
control and a concomitant increase o f  Indian self- 
government and responsibility. The essentials o f  the new 
law were as follows: (1) allotment o f  tribal lands was 
prohibited in the future, but tribes might assign use rights to 
individuals; (2) so-called surplus lands not pre-empted by 
homesteaders might be returned to the tribes; (3) tribes 
might adopt written constitutions and charters o f  
incorporation embodying their continuing inherent powers 
to manage internal affairs; and (4) funds were authorized 
for the establishment o f  a revolving credit program, for 
land purchases, for educational assistance, and for aiding 
the tribes in forming organizations. Moreover, the act could 
be rejected on any reservation by referendum.
1950-
1970
Termination
Legislation
Arguing that Native Americans should be treated exactly as 
all other citizens, the United States Congress resolved in 
1953 to work toward the withdrawal o f  all federal support 
and responsibility for Native American affairs. United 
States federal services were withdrawn from about 11,500 
Native Americans, and federal trust protection removed 
from 600,000 hectares (1.5 million acres).
By 1954, a congressional report entitled, “Survey Report on
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the BIA” generalized that “most o f  the reservation are 
overpopulated, and could not support the population at 
anything approaching a reasonably adequate standard o f 
living.” (p.23) rather than pursuing a way to make Indian 
homelands financially secure places to live, the Federal 
Government chose to follow a simpler approach: relocation 
o f  Indians away from the reservations. Thinning out the 
population o f  reservations, however, did not solve the 
problem. The fact that Indians left the reservations did not 
mean they were willing to stop being Indians; and whether 
or not reservations bred some social problems, it could not 
have been assumed that those problems would be shed at 
the reservation boundaries. Nevertheless, Federal policy 
followed exactly that simplistic approach (Final Report, 
432).
1970 to
present
Self
determination
Still in effect, this policy in many ways reflects the earlier 
goals o f  the Indian Reorganization Act; its most 
significant feature is the emphasis on tribal 
administration o f  federal programs for Native Americans, 
including health, education, and welfare, law 
enforcement, and housing.
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A P PE N D IX  III
A m e r i c a n  I n d i a n  R e s e a r c h  a n d  P o l i c y  I n s t i t u t e  o n  T r u s t  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  a n d
RESPONSIBILITIES BETWEEN IN D IA N  TRIBES AND TH E U.S. G O VER NM EN T
"The trust relationship evolved judicially and survived occasional congressional 
attempts to terminate the government’s obligations to Indians. In theory, the trust 
relationship exists to protect tribes and individual Indians. However, in practice, the 
federal trustee has at times not worked in the best interests o f the intended beneficiaries," 
according to attorney Larry Leventhal, writing for the Hamline Law Review. One way to 
conceptualize trust responsibility is to think o f it as treaty responsibility, said Dennis 
King, an Oglala tribal council member. The federal government still has the 
responsibility to honor agreements and treaties, which is why it is important for Indians 
to be knowledgeable about the treaties that affect them.
Often the promises made by the United States in treaties are enforceable under the 
trust doctrine. In a 1983 decision. United States v. Mitchell, the Supreme Court 
developed a standard for determining liability arising from a breach o f  trust 
responsibility.
76
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It's important to note that although federal trust responsibility arises out o f the 
nationhood o f  tribes, the trust doctrine also applies to individual Indians. This is unlike 
sovereignty and sovereign immunity, which can only be applied to nations.
The American Indian Policy Review Commission, set up by Congress in 1975, called 
federal trust responsibility the most important as well as the most misunderstood concept 
in Federal-Indian relations. Part o f  the misunderstanding may stem from actions o f  
Congress. The federal government has often acted inconsistently with and in opposition 
to the principles o f  trust doctrine, leaving the public and many tribes confused.
The AIPRC defined the United States as a fiduciary whose actions were to be judged 
by the highest standards. Because the federal government has so much control over the 
resotuces o f  Indian nations and individual Indians, the trust doctrine is implied in 
dealings even if  not implicitly stated. Trust responsibility affect everything the federal 
government is involved in, from education and health care to trust lands and the Bureau 
o f  Indian Affairs.
In his term in office. President Bill Clinton acknowledged the broad trust 
responsibility o f  the federal government. In an Executive M emorandum, he directed all 
cabinet heads and departments to work with tribes in a govemment-to-govemment 
relationship.
Trust responsibility has come under challenge by Congress as budget cuts have 
reduced services guaranteed to tribes through treaties. "When things are not going well, 
the federal government wants out from under trust responsibility," W hitefeather said.
Public attention has focused on a small number o f  tribes that have been visibly 
successful through casino gambling. Public perception tends to lump all tribes into that
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same category. Clearly there is a need for more public awareness o f the legal and political 
framework that has shaped federal-tribal relations.
Many Indians have been reexamining trust responsibility too, and finding that the 
federal government has not lived up to its principles. In just one example, the Bureau o f  
Indian Affairs mismanagement and complete lack o f  accounting o f funds has resulted in 
the disappearance o f  billions o f  dollars o f  Indian money.
URL: http://www.airpi.org/trustdct.htral
® Copyright 1998, American Indian Research and Policy Institute. All rights 
reserved.
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A PPE N D IX  IV
SELECTION FROM  THE NATIVE AMERICAN HOUSING AND SELF 
DETERMINATION ACT OF 1996 (DEC. 1996)
SEC. 102. INDIAN HOUSING PLANS (act 1996)
(a) PLAN SUBMISSION- The Secretary shall provide- (1) for an Indian tribe to 
submit to the Secretary, for each fiscal year, a housing plan under this section for the 
tribe; (2) for the tribally designated housing entity for the tribe to submit the plan as 
provided in subsection (d) for the tribe; and (3) for the review o f such plans.
(b) 5-YEAR PLAN- Each housing plan under this section shall be in a form 
prescribed by the Secretary and shall contain, with respect to the 5-year period beginning 
with the fiscal year for which the plan is submitted, the following information:
(1) MISSION STATEMENT: A general statement o f the mission of the Indian tribe 
to serve the needs o f the low-income families in the jurisdiction o f the Indian tribe during 
the period.
(2) GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: A statement o f the goals and objectives o f the 
Indian tribe to enable the tribe to serve the needs identified in paragraph (1) during the 
period.
79
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(3) ACTIVITIES PLAN: An overview o f the activities planned during the period 
including an analysis o f  the manner in which the activities will enable the tribe to meet its 
mission, goals, and objectives.
(c) 1-YEAR PLAN- A housing plan under this section for an Indian tribe shall be in a 
form prescribed by the Secretary and contain the following information relating to the 
upcoming fiscal year for which the assistance under this Act is to be made available:
(1) GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: A statement o f  the goals and objectives to be 
accomplished during that period.
(2) STATEMENT OF NEEDS: A statement o f  the housing needs o f  the low-income 
Indian families residing in the jurisdiction o f  the Indian tribe and the means by which 
such needs will be addressed during the period, including-
(A) A description o f  the estimated housing needs and the need for assistance for the 
low-income Indian families in the jurisdiction, including a description o f  the manner in 
which the geographical distribution o f  assistance is consistent with the geographical 
needs and needs for various categories o f  housing assistance; and
(B) A description o f  the estimated housing needs for all Indian families in the 
jurisdiction.
SEC. 202. ELIGIBLE AFFORDABLE HOUSING ACTIVITIES
Affordable housing activities under this title are activities, in accordance with the 
requirements o f  this title, to develop o r to support affordable housing for rental or
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homeownership, or to provide housing services with respect to affordable housing, 
through the following activities:
( 1 ) INDIAN HOUSING ASSISTANCE- The provision o f  modernization or operating 
assistance for housing previously developed or operated pursuant to a contract between 
the Secretary and an Indian housing authority,
(2) DEVELOPMENT- The acquisition, new construction, reconstruction, or moderate 
or substantial rehabilitation o f  affordable housing, which may include real property 
acquisition, site improvement, development o f  utilities and utility services, conversion, 
demolition, financing, administration and planning, and other related activities.
(3) HOUSING SERVICES- The provision o f  housing-related services for affordable 
housing, such as housing counseling in connection with rental or homeownership 
assistance, establishment and support o f  resident organizations and resident management 
corporations, energy auditing, activities related to the provision o f  self-sufficiency and 
other services, and other services related to assisting owners, tenants, contractors, and 
other entities, participating o r seeking to participate in other housing activities assisted 
pursuant to this section.
(4) HOUSING MANAGEMENT SERVICES- The provision o f  management services 
for affordable housing, including preparation o f  work specifications, loan processing, 
inspections, tenant selection, management o f  tenant-based rental assistance, and 
management o f  affordable housing projects.
http://www.hud. gov/native.html
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A PPE N D IX  V
E x a m p l e  o f  N a t i v e  A m e r i c a n  O r g a n i z a t i o n  a b o u t  H o u s i n g  
D e v e l o p m e n t  P r o j e c t s
The Minnesota Housing Finance Agency (MHFA), established in 1976, has been a 
leader among the states in assisting American Indians in providing decent, safe, attractive 
and affordable housing opportunities. One of the major reasons for this accomplishment 
is the good working relationship that has been established with state government, tribal 
government, tribal housing corporations and urban Indian groups.
Currently, MHFA staff provide administrative assistance and coordination o f the two 
state funded Indian housing programs. They also provide extensive technical assistance to 
a variety o f urban groups, government agencies and financial institutions that develop 
and provide quality housing and other related services to the American Indian 
community.
Three tribal housing corporations administer the programs: Minnesota Chippewa 
Tribal Housing Corporation, Red Lake Housing Finance Corporation, and the Minnesota 
Dakota Indian Housing Authority.
For more information contact:
Donna Fairbanks, Indian Housing Coordinator, MHFA, 612-297-4060.
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